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Whatever impact my ideas have had on design theory and practice, on public policy
and public awareness has been achieved through several media. Tens of thousands
of readers have bought my books, but that number has been augmented by millions
of people from more than 90 countries who have visited my websites to view and
download material — writings, maps, videos, course syllabi. This portfolio book
contains ten projects that place my published books in the context of this larger body
of work, including essays, experimental demonstration projects, and innovative use
of the Web.
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Anne Whiston Spirn
statement
Human survival depends upon adapting ourselves and our landscapes — cities,
buildings, and gardens, roadways and rivers — in new, life-sustaining ways,
designing places that are functional, sustainable, meaningful, and artful, places
that help us feel and understand the relationship of the natural and the built. I
want to transform the way people see the world, to inspire them to create places
that enhance life. My career as author, scholar, teacher, practitioner, and activist
is dedicated to this goal.
Design is for me the habit of looking for opportunities where others see
problems and then devising solutions that address seemingly unrelated concerns,
such as polluted water, impoverished neighborhoods, and troubled schools.
Action is at the heart of my work. I use design practice to develop and test
theory, and theory to critique practice, alternating between engagement and
relection. As a scholar, I document the design tradition within which I think
and act.

biography
Anne Whiston Spirn is an award-winning landscape architect, author,
photographer, and teacher. Her books include The Granite Garden (1984),
The Language of Landscape (1998), Daring to Look (2008), and The Eye Is a Door
(2014). Spirn is Professor of Landscape Architecture at MIT and previously
taught at Penn and Harvard. Prior to teaching, Spirn worked at Wallace
McHarg Roberts and Todd on landmark projects, including Woodlands New
Community and the Toronto Central Waterfront. Since 1987, she has directed
the West Philadelphia Landscape Project, which integrates research, design
practice, teaching, and community service. In 2001, she was awarded Japan’s
International Cosmos Prize, “for contributions to the harmonious coexistence
of nature and humankind.”
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For more than forty years, Anne Whiston Spirn has been a visionary and an
innovator as an educator, author, designer, scholar, artist, and public intellectual
in the ields of landscape architecture, urban design and planning, and
photography.
Her irst book, The Granite Garden: Urban Nature and Human Design
(1984), launched the ield of ecological urbanism and spoke to the general public
about nature in cities and the role of design. In 1985, she devised a bold plan to
expand, renovate, and integrate urban open space in order to detain storm water,
stop the overlow of combined sewers, and thus to simultaneously improve
regional water quality and rebuild communities. In her manifesto of 1988,
“The Poetics of City and Nature,” Spirn challenged designers to embrace
dynamic form, integrate ecology and art, and reclaim urban infrastructure as
a domain for design. In Philadelphia, 20 years of Spirn’s teaching, writing,
and design proposals for the integration of open space and water management
inspired Green City, Clean Waters, a $2 billion program launched by the City in
2009, now hailed as a national model.
Spirn’s institutional base has been the university, where she has educated
and inspired generations of architects, landscape architects, and urban
designers and planners. But her theater of action has been the urban landscape
as a whole and the inner-city neighborhood in particular. Since 1987, in the
West Philadelphia Landscape Project, Spirn has developed an internationally
recognized model for community-based design research. The project was also a
laboratory for generating, testing, and reining the theory of a design language
equally applicable to design by masters and by ordinary people. Her second
book, The Language of Landscape (1998), which integrates the insights of a
practitioner and scholar, is a key text in landscape theory, and the book has had
broad inluence in ields outside design, from history to choreography to poetry.
Visual thinking drives Spirn’s research. Her innovative use of photography
as a form of inquiry introduced new methods to design- and arts-based research.
Her insights as a practitioner-scholar have overturned misconceptions about the
work of masters of design and photography.
Spirn is a champion of open access to information. She writes for a general
audience as well as for designers. She pioneered the use of the Web as a design
medium for education and advocacy, and her award-winning websites offer free
access to her research, publications, and courses.
In the best tradition of design, Anne Whiston Spirn looks for the
interrelatedness of multiple problems and synergistic solutions. She embodies
the design mind, which she has made broadly available to students, colleagues,
oficials, and the general public. She and her work are best evaluated by
distinguished leaders in and observers of the design arts in the following pages.
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Testimonials
“I consider Anne the most important theorist of
landscape architecture in the United States of the past
40 years, both in terms of the quality of her work and
its inluence.
The Granite Garden … pioneered the ield of landscape urbanism by examining
the role of natural ecosystems in urban design. This study continues to
inluence the development of this important ield today, which is at the forefront
of professional practice. The Language of Landscape … set forth the essential
categories for the analysis of both natural and designed landscapes, categories
that continue to inluence the teaching of landscape architecture … and the way
professionals conceive and evaluate their own work. What makes her work so
inluential… is her ability to synthesize natural and social science with aesthetics,
much in the mode of John Dewey, Frederick Law Olmsted, Sr., and Charles Eliot.”

reuben rainey
Emeritus Professor of Landscape Architecture, University of Virginia

“As one of our country’s leading design thinkers, Anne
Spirn … has a global reputation as the preeminent
scholar working at the intersection of landscape
architecture and environmental planning. Her seminal
scholarly research and elegant writing applies ecological principles to urban
settings, and she has also developed a parallel community-based research agenda
that has gained national and international attention. Her work creatively bridges
across design, community and economic development, and environmental
policy. She has been exceptionally effective in conveying her ideas to a broader
public, both through web design and her insistence on open access publication.”

lawrence vale
Professor of Urban Design and Planning, MIT
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“Taken together, as a related body of work, The Granite
Garden, the West Philadelphia Landscape Project, and
The Language of Landscape have no equal in value and
signiicance to the city-building professions. … Anne was
preoccupied with the ecological health of cities and well-being of disadvantaged
communities at a time when prominent academics and practitioners were not.
Her emphasis on the poetics of design as an integral aspect of urban health, too,
preceded mainstream practice.”

ignacio bunster
Principal, AECOM

“The most impressive aspect of Anne’s
accomplishments has been the amazing diversity of
disciplines in which she has excelled — including scholarship,
design literature, teaching and, in professional practice, urban design, planning
and landscape architecture. She has … been a leader in the fusion of teaching and
practice. Anne has been a major force in humanizing the cityscape with a quality
of innovation that is economical, subtle, rational and ininitely satisfying.”

james wines
President of SITE

“As a guide to a coherent, intricate and transformative
approach to landscape architecture and urban design,
Anne Whiston Spirn is a visionary of the irst order
whose innovative work on the ground has transformed and enhanced the quality
of life in low-income urban neighborhoods in deep and lasting ways.”

charlotte kahn
Boston Foundation
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“Over the past three decades Anne has been the world’s
preeminent educator, theorist, and public igure in the
ield of landscape architecture. She is a major intellectual force
who has changed the way the world regards the role of nature in cities, enhanced
the quality for all who live in them … [and] changed the way that an entire
generation of landscape architects and planners think about design.”

alan berger
Professor of Urban Design and Landscape Architecture, MIT

“Spirn’s voice as a designer and scholar has reached
far beyond the university and the professional design
community … to the broad public. Like Rachel Carson and Jane
Jacobs, she has made specialized information compelling to diverse audiences
and played an important role as an environmental educator. At a time when
landscape literacy is an urgent matter, her ability to speak to so many people
makes her a powerful advocate for design.
My work — and the trajectory of my entire generation of landscape and urban
designers and scholars — would not have taken its current direction without
Spirn’s contributions. Her integration of practice and theory, her intellectual
rigour, her innovative subjects, and her generosity as a scholar have made her a
model, a mentor, and an inspiration for our discipline.”

jane wolff
Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture, University of Toronto

“It was through her groundbreaking work that the City
of Philadelphia can now boast being the Greenest
City in America.”
howard neukrug
Commissioner, Philadelphia Water Department
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“The legacies of Anne’s acclaimed practice and
scholarship inhabit cities across the United States. Some
are the result of her own labors in Philadelphia and Boston, but others are the
steady accretion of
her ideas: creeks liberated from concrete culverts in Seattle, verdant bikeways
in Denver, urban gardens in Chicago and Detroit. An entire generation of
scholars, planners, designers, environmental activists and urban leaders have
beneitted from Anne’s visionary and courageous leadership. Her lasting mark
upon the landscape of American urban design is as indelible as it is inclusive.
I sit on the editorial board of Environmental History, the ield’s foremost
journal. Every year, legions of scholars cite Anne’s work in their articles —
a testament to her inluence beyond architecture and planning. Her work
elevates the value of design for people previously unaware of its importance
and ubiquity.”

matthew klingle
Professor of History and Environmental Studies, Bowdoin College

“I consider Spirn … one of the greatest thinkers and
artists of our time. Spirn’s abilities, through her artistry, design,
teaching and scholarship, to create bridges between the ecological, cultural,
ethical, technological, spiritual, philosophical and poetic aspects of human
experience… place her in the rare category of world-leading thinkers and
designers/artists.”

chris aiken
Choreographer, Director of MFA Program, Smith College
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“The Harmonious
Coexistence of
Nature and Mankind”
International Cosmos Prize (2001)
The Granite Garden: Urban Nature
and Human Design (1984/2018)
Reclaiming Common Ground:
The Future Shape of Boston
(1984–1986)
The West Philadelphia Landscape
Project (1987–present)
The Language of Landscape (1998/2018)

In 1984, I published The Granite Garden: Urban Nature and Human Design, a
book that demonstrates how cities can be designed in concert with natural
processes rather than in conlict. Since then I have applied this approach to
the redesign of existing cities, seeking integrated solutions to environmental
and social challenges. I have worked in real neighborhoods with real people to
build real projects, have had successes and failures and have made surprising
discoveries. This action research was a laboratory for my second book. The
Language of Landscape argues that landscape is a form of language with its
own grammar and metaphors and calls for changing the way we shape our
environment.
In recognition of this body of work, I was awarded Japan’s International
Cosmos Prize in 2001 for “contributions to the harmonious coexistence of
nature and mankind.”

Artist Misaki Hisatani
designed this case for my
Cosmos Medal with a motif
that recognizes speciic
themes of my work: life,
water, and time.
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International Cosmos Prize
In 2001, I received the International Cosmos Prize from Japan for
“contributions to the harmonious coexistence of nature and mankind” for my
life’s work. The Cosmos Prize, established in 1992, was conceived as the
“Nobel Prize” for the environment with a generous monetary award. I was
the youngest person, the irst woman, and am the only designer/planner to
receive the award.
The Cosmos Prize Foundation described the grounds for this recognition:
Professor Spirn’s basic principal… has been that cities must not conlict with nature:
it is possible to build a city that is harmonious with the natural environment
around it, existing as part of nature. Based on this principle, she wrote and
published a remarkable book, The Granite Garden: Urban Nature and Human
Design, in 1984. This publication won international attention in that it shed a new
light on the relationship between urban areas and natural environment.
In 1998, she published another noteworthy book entitled The Language of
Landscape. She emphasizes that it is important to catch and understand what
individual landscapes can tell us, so that mankind can sustain and create beautiful
environments through better interactions with nature. This is a new approach for
studying the relationship between nature and mankind.
She has directed various projects around the world. Since 1987, she has directed
the West Philadelphia Landscape Project which is highly evaluated as one of the
best practices of urban planning in the U.S.
Consistently underlying all of her achievements is her philosophy, ‘urban
areas harmoniously coexisting with nature,’ and new approaches aiming at the
integration of nature, urban areas, and art. These achievements, in agreement with
‘Harmonious Coexistence of Nature and Mankind,’ the concept of the Cosmos Prize,
have contributed to the future of human society in the 21st century.
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1984/2018

The Granite Garden

President’s Award
of Excellence,
american society of
landscape architects,
1984

“If you care about cities, as they are or as they might be, don’t miss The Granite
Garden. I am illed with admiration for this book—for its truly remarkable practicality,
its uncommon precision, its unique scope and sweep. Fascinating reading for anyone,
this is required reading for professionals. It is also an invaluable reference work.
Never before has anyone pulled together such a wide range of environmental
information and applied it in a coherent and practical way to the situation of the
city. At the end of her book, the author offers us something of a utopia, but, unlike
earlier visions of the city, hers seems possible. Anne Whiston Spirn has made a
splendid contribution and here emerges as a leading spokesperson for the city.”

One of the
“Essential Books of
Planning,”
which “touched
off the ecological
urbanism
movement.”
american Planning
association, 2009

Left The Granite Garden is
still in print, and the 2018
electronic edition invents
a new kind of reading
experience.

JaNe JaCoBs , author

of The Death and Life of Great American Cities

The Granite Garden “touched off the ecological urbanism movement,” according
to the American Planning Association. The Granite Garden is a book about
nature in cities and what the city could be like if designed in concert with
natural processes, rather than in ignorance of them or in outright opposition.
It presents, synthesizes and applies knowledge from many disciplines to show
how cities are part of nature and to demonstrate how they can be planned and
designed in concert with natural processes rather than in conlict.
My goal was to transform the way people think about cities and thus to
change the way cities are designed and built. So I wrote the book for a broad
audience—for journalists, politicians, developers, and city dwellers, as well as
for designers and planners, for practitioners as well as academics. The book
was widely reviewed in the general press, such as The New York Times and
Washington Post, and in professional journals. It inspired editorials and provoked
public debate about urban nature and city design.
Historians credit The Granite Garden as the irst example of urban
environmental history; it inspired a new generation of scholars whose books on
the environmental history of particular cities are now winning awards. Others
cite the book as the way they irst learned about landscape architecture and
urban design and the reason they entered their profession.
The Granite Garden is still in print. It has been translated into Japanese,
Chinese, and Portuguese, and excerpts have been published in books about
design and design theory. Widely read by a general audience, it is still a standard
university text in many subjects, from architecture, landscape architecture, and
urban design and planning to urban and environmental studies, geography,
and history. A new, expanded electronic edition (2018) features new cases and
relects on changes since 1984.
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The Granite Garden is
organized by sections on
air, earth, water, life, and
ecosystems. The book
describes comprehensive
strategies for sweeping
change as well as
incremental solutions.

T H e G r a N I T e G a r deN

sponsors
Radcliffe Institute of Independent Study
Basic Books
“The Granite Garden (1984), single-handedly reinvigorated the urban ecology
movement and its connection to design and planning, and is widely regarded as the
most impor tant book authored by a landscape architect in a generation.”
alaN BerGer , Professor of Urban Design and Landscape Architecture, MIT
“Nearly three decades after its original publication…The Granite Garden remains
one of the clearest, most cogent meditations on the power of landscapes as
metropolitan systems.”
JaNe WolFF, Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture, University of Toronto
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“The Granite Garden inspired myself and other practitioners in the ields of watershed
health, urban design, and land use planning in our region. It also informed much of the
work that both the NGO community and government agencies have pursued over the
intervening twenty-eight years to provide access to nature, manage stormwater in more
ecologically sustainable ways and generally do a better job of integrating nature into the
urban environment.” MIKe HoUCK , Executive Director, Urban Greenspaces Institute
“The Granite Garden, quite simply, shaped much of my research and practice. I …read
her book and was convinced that urban design needed to be at the center of the work
colleagues and I were developing to connect Penn with the West Philadelphia community.
That work, signiicantly inspired by Spirn’s work and writing, led to the creation of the
Netter Center for Community Par tnerships… Its work has been adapted across the
United States and around the world.”
Ira HarKaVY , Associate Vice President, University of Pennsylvania
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Diagrams demonstrate how
natural processes shape the
city and interact with the
urban fabric. Photographs
and drawings illustrate
successful designs from
scales of house and garden
to city and region.

T H e G r a N I T e G a r deN

“The Granite Garden … pioneered the ield of landscape urbanism by examining
the role of natural ecosystems in urban design. This study continues to inluence
the development of this impor tant ield today, which is at the forefront of
professional practice.”
reUBeN raINeY , Emeritus Professor of Landscape Architecture, University of Virginia
“In The Granite Garden, [Spirn] launched a revolution in thinking about the
relationship between nature, the urban environment, and we who inhabit these
realms … the kind of thinking that today underlies Landscape Urbanism, Ecological
Urbanism, Sustainable Urbanism … . Anne was the irst to understand and ar ticulate
these concepts to a broad audience. And she was among the irst to practice and
teach it.” deNNIs FreNCHMaN, Professor of Urban Design, MIT
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“Anne pointed the way towards a sustainable future long before sustainability
entered the professional lexicon… . The Granite Garden has since served as a
foundation for new vital strands of practice, such as Landscape Urbanism.”
IGNaCIo BUNsTer, Principal, WRT
“The Granite Garden is unique in offering a broad audience some of the ways
landscape architecture can creatively apply its tools and techniques to improve the
quality of urban life. The author has placed the book in context with earlier effor ts
by Halprin and McHarg within our profession. Beyond that, it ranks as a contribution
to national design dialogue along with the works of Jane Jacobs and Lewis Mumford,
Anne Whiston Spirn brings honor to the profession and the profession is honored
to count her as one of us.” asla aWard JUrY CoMMeNTs , 1984
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“30 Years after The Granite
Garden: Where Do We
Stand?” Panel at the 2014
Annual Meeting of the ASLA.
Ignacio Bunster-Ossa, Anne
Whiston Spirn, Frederick
Steiner, and Elizabeth Meyer.

New E-book Edition and Website
2014 marked the 30th anniversary of the book’s publication. The occasion was
celebrated by numerous publications and events and by the production of a new
and expanded electronic edition of the book (2018).
The book’s original publication in January 1984 coincided with the release of
the irst MacIntosh computer to use a graphical interface and mouse. Although
puny in capacity, those early personal computers ushered in a revolution in
visualizing, collecting, and processing information, which led, in turn, to
a transformation of knowledge about the relationship between the natural
environment and the design of cities. The new edition relects upon that
transformation, about what has changed and what has remained the same over
the past 30 years. It describes new trends and new cases of successful adaptation
of city design to urban nature.
The new e-book is designed to be read in two ways: through verbal text (with
links to images and captions) or as an essay of images and captions (with links to
the book’s text). This is a new kind of reading experience.

A new e-book edition relects
on what has changed since
1984, reviews new research
and describes new cases of
successful design. Publishing
it as an e-book makes
possible the affordable price
of $4.99.
Left New electronic edition
of The Granite Garden (2018).
Below A new website (www.
granitegarden.net) features
successful cases of ecological
urbanism, which are
searchable by keywords.

“Reclaiming Common
Ground” laid out a vision
now being realized around
the world. It links issues
often seen as unrelated and
as competing for scarce
resources—polluted water in
Boston Harbor, deteriorating
inner-city neighborhoods,
and degraded public open
space—and designed a
solution that addressed all
three.
Top Boston Harbor.
The vision cited design
precedents, including
(below) Detention Basin/
Skyline Plaza, Denver and
Wastewater treatment and
Werribee Farm, Melbourne,
Australia.
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1984–1986

Reclaiming Common Ground:
The Future Shape of Boston

“The Future
Shape of the City”
Lecture, american
Institute of architects,
1985

“If cities are to be healthful, vital and delightful places, they must be considered par t
of the natural environment. So says Harvard’s Anne Whiston Spirn, a pioneer in
the ield of urban ecology and one of the most acclaimed visionaries to emerge in
America this generation.”
sTeVe CUrWood , Boston

“Shaping the City
to Nature’s Laws,”
Boston Globe, 1985
“The Future
Shape of Boston,”
Boston atheneum, 1986
The American
Planning Tradition,
2000

Globe, 1985

“Reclaiming Common Ground” opened up a new approach to urban design
and planning, one which exploits urban vacant land as a resource and which
links community development in inner-city neighborhoods with environmental
restoration. Built designs for neighborhood open space were catalysts for
community development, which today are beloved local landmarks. This vision
helped launch, sustain, and advance public dialogue, which changed the course
of Boston’s future and laid the foundations for the Shrinking City and Green
Infrastructure/CSO movements, which came into vogue 20 years later.
My goal in Reclaiming Common Ground was to demonstrate how the
approach advocated in The Granite Garden could be applied to an existing city.
The work was conducted as a research project and in my landscape architecture
studio courses at the Harvard Graduate School of Design. In 1985, the AIA
invited me to present this work as one of three lectures, nation-wide, on the
future shape of the American city. The Boston Globe reviewed it in a feature
article, which prompted further public debate. Fifteen years later, the lecture was
reprinted as the concluding chapter of a book on The American Planning Tradition.
The ideas irst proposed here were more fully leshed out in the West
Philadelphia Landscape Project and are now being realized in Philadelphia and
other cities, more than 30 years later.

sponsors
National Endowment for the Arts
American Institute of Architects
City of Boston
Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars
Johns Hopkins Press
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Water, Neighborhoods, and Public Places
The project’s single most important discovery was the correlation between
buried loodplains and vacant land. Thirty percent of the land in Boston’s Dudley
Street neighborhood, once covered by houses, was vacant by 1985, but most of
the abandonment was concentrated in the valley bottom, where a stream once
formed the boundary between Roxbury and Dorchester. People believed that
the vacant land was caused by riots and arson, but my research demonstrated
that vacancies on the former loodplain appeared within a few decades of
construction.

An important discovery
was the strong correlation
between the valley bottoms
of buried loodplains and
vacant land (in orange),
shown below in this map of
1985. The discovery led to my
proposal for linking innercity community development
with the improvement of
regional water quality.
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Damage and abandonment on buried loodplains
is a national problem. In the nineteenth century,
streams were put in sewers, and now vacant land
marks the course of former streams in distressed
neighborhoods, where houses were demolished
after the ground beneath them subsided due to
underground water movement and settling landill.
Such conditions pose a threat to health and safety.
My research identiied and called attention to this
pervasive national problem.
Vacant land on buried loodplain

In 1985, Boston Harbor was polluted by overlows
from the city’s sewers, which carried a combination
of sanitary sewage and stormwater runoff. These
combined sewer overlows occurred after heavy
rains, when there was too much sewage for
treatment plants to handle. At the time, Boston
planned to build a massive new sewage treatment
plant to solve the problem.

Boston Harbor (Alex MacLean/Landslides)

In 1985, Reclaiming Common Ground
demonstrated how vacant land on buried loodplains
could be restored as landscape infrastructure
designed to carry and detain stormwater, in order
to protect property from looding, to serve as a
framework around which to rebuild the community,
and to solve the regional water quality problem of
combined sewer overlows.

Vacant land on buried loodplain
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There are precedents for landscape infrastructure
to manage stormwater. At the time, this approach
was aimed at reducing loods, not combined sewer
ovderlows. This plaza in Denver, Colorado, built
in the 1970s, was designed as a detention basin to
hold water for hours or days after storms in order to
reduce looding in the South Platte River.

Skyline Plaza, Denver

There are also precedents for landscape-based
wastewater treatment. This wetland in Melbourne,
Australia was constructed as both a bird sanctuary
and as part of one of the city’s sewage treatment
facilities.

Werribee Farm. Melbourne, Australia

My 1985 landscape architecture studio at Harvard
proposed a strategic landscape infrastructure as a
frame for rebuilding housing on the largely vacant
“Dudley Triangle,” much of which lies on the buried
loodplain. They presented their ideas at a public
meeting amidst heated debate. The studio alerted
the community to the danger of rebuilding on the
buried loodplain. The award-winning housing
project, built in the late 1980s, incorporated the
students’ proposals, thereby averting future disaster.

Student design, 1985
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This 1985 article in The
Boston Globe hailed my
proposals for the future
shape of Boston as
pioneering and visionary.
Three decades later, many
of these ideas are being
implemented in Philadelphia
and other cities.
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Cooper’s Place
My 1984 landscape architecture studio at Harvard’s
Graduate School of Design studied the open space
potential of Boston’s vacant urban land. Designing
Cooper’s Place Community Garden in Roxbury
introduced the students to the residents and the
neighborhood. The challenge was to design a
meeting place adjacent to the garden and to propose
a use for this vacant lot.

Cooper’s Place: Before

Each student designed a version of the garden
and presented their design to the gardeners. The
design chosen by the gardeners for construction
was inspired by their favorite Boston open space,
the Fenway Rose Garden, with its white trellises.
The garden was built by unemployed youth enrolled
in a landscape management program at Roxbury
Community College, as part of their on-the-job
training.

Students present their designs

Cooper’s Place quickly became a neighborhood
landmark and was a catalyst for other improvements
to properties around it. There have been weddings
there and many important community events. The
striking design has played an important role in the
garden’s success. Three decades later, it continues
to thrive and is now the site of a newenvironmental
education center. Investment in good design
paid off.

Cooper’s Place: After
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My lecture was published
in 2000, accompanied by
relections on the political
barriers to the acceptance
of the ideas. By then, I had
been working for 13 years on
similar design proposals in
Philadelphia, where they are
now being implemented.
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WPLP pioneered the use of
the Web in design, planning,
education, and community
development. Since its
launch in March 1996,
millions of people from
more than 90 countries have
visited the WPLP website.
Left Screenshots from the
current WPLP home page
(www.wplp.net), which
convey the WPLP mission:
to restore nature, rebuild
communities, and empower
youth in synergistic ways.
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1987–present

West Philadelphia
Landscape Project

Model of
Best Practice,
“Imagining America:
Scholars and
Artists in Public
Life,” White House
Millennium Council,
1999

“[Spirn] became a local hero, educator, leader of change, communicator, and a
connector of people from all walks of life — taking her vision and making it a reality
in the lives of residents, students, the design community, and government … It was
through her groundbreaking work that the City of Philadelphia can now boast being
the Greenest City in America … leading the effor t to green America’s cities through
programs like our Green City, Clean Waters initiative.”

Model of
community-based
planning efforts,
National Housing
Institute, 2000
Model project for
ecology, history,
and design, Harvard
University, Institute
for Cultural landscape
studies, 2004
Community
Service Award,
American Society
of Landscape
Architects, 2004
Model for a
“fully integrated,
comprehensive
approach,” Innovative
designs for education,
NYU’s Institute for Civil
Infrastructure systems,
2004

HoWard NeUKrUG , Commissioner, Philadelphia Water

Depar tment

The West Philadelphia Landscape Project (WPLP) is a landmark of urban
design and design education, environmental sustainability, and community
engagement. WPLP built real projects in partnership with community residents.
It inspired middle schoolers to design changes to their neighborhood and taught
them HTML in order to tell their story on the Internet. It transformed their
chronically failing school. It forged relationships between inner-city kids and
privileged university students. And it started a chain of events that contributed to
a revolution in water-quality management represented by Philadelphia’s billiondollar “green” infrastructure project. All this was the product of design thinking.
Uniquely valuable is WPLP’s engagement over 26 years with a single place,
the Mill Creek watershed and neighborhood. Known as “The Bottom,” the
neighborhood is one of many such “Black Bottoms” in the U.S. They are at the
bottom, economically, socially, and topographically. Here, harsh socio-economic
conditions and racial discrimination are exacerbated by health and safety
hazards posed by a high water table and unstable ground. Teaching landscape
literacy, which entails both understanding the world and transforming it, has
been a means for recognizing and redressing those injustices, just as verbal
literacy was a cornerstone of the American civil rights movement of the 50s
and 60s. Literacy in landscape enabled youth to read the environmental, social,
economic, and political stories embedded in their local landscape and gave them
a way to design new stories, to envision how to transform their neighborhood.
WPLP has designed and built dozens of community gardens on vacant blocks,
which have enhanced life and stimulated tangible community development;
some have won awards.
WPLP has been recognized internationally, nationally, and locally. It has
been featured in newspaper articles, professional journals, national radio and
television broadcasts, and international conferences and symposia, including a
1999 meeting at the White House.
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WPLP’s Mill Creek Project, an environmental design curriculum, transformed
a middle school that was considered one of the worst in the city. Our teaching
partners have founded similar projects in other schools, and the curriculum has
inspired schools around the U.S. and abroad.
WPLP’s pioneering digital database, created in the 1980s, helped push
Philadelphia to create a Geographic Information System (GIS) database for the
entire city. The City hired a former WPLP research assistant to help lead this
effort.
WPLP has pioneered the use of the Internet for planning, implementation,
and education. The irst WPLP website was launched in early 1996 and won
seven awards for design excellence. The site has received millions of visits from
more than 90 countries.
WPLP has no client in the conventional sense. We work with partners
who wish to collaborate — community gardeners, teachers and children, public
oficials — and make the results freely available.

principal partners
Philadelphia Water Department (1999–present)
Aspen Farms Community Garden (1988–present)
Sulzberger Middle School (1995–2002)
Mill Creek Coalition (1998–2000)
Philadelphia Green (1987–1991)

sponsors
University of Pennsylvania, Netter Center for Community Partnerships
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
J. N. Pew Charitable Trust
Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars
Ford Foundation
Philadelphia Urban Resources Partnership
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Kellogg Foundation
John Simon Guggenheim Foundation

Model for how
environmental
history can
demonstrate
how the urban
environment
affects and shapes
city life,
Environmental History,
2005
Model for
applying Internetbased learning
activities for K-12
classrooms, american
association for the
advancement of science,
2004
Person of the
Month,
Philadelphia school
district, November 1998
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Screenshots from the WPLP
home page at www.wplp.net.

“This project [WPLP] demonstrates the links between environmental issues,
education and heritage, and is a model for Ottawa as it seeks to comprehensively
implement a “green city” strategy.”
CITY oF oTTaWa , Canada, Growth Management Plan (2003)
“The West Philadelphia Landscape Project [is] one of the most extraordinary
projects of ‘social design’ of the last two decades.”
roBerT FIsHMaN , Professor of Urban Planning and Design, University of Michigan
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Design Opportunities:
Buried Floodplains and Vacant Land
Much vacant land in West Philadelphia lies on the buried loodplain of Mill
Creek, a correlation common to many other cities, including Boston, where I
irst discovered the phenomenon. The Mill Creek once drained two-thirds of
West Philadelphia. Now, buried in a sewer, it carries all the stormwater and
sanitary sewage from that area. Like most older U.S. cities, Philadelphia has
a combined sanitary and storm sewer system, which overlows into rivers and
streams after heavy rainfall and produces a low that exceeds the capacity of
sewage treatment plants. Since 1987, WPLP has demonstrated how a “green”
infrastructure could use vacant land to hold stormwater in landscape projects
that simultaneously restore water quality (by reducing combined sewer
overlows) and rebuild neighborhoods.
First with hand-drawn maps in 1987–1988, then with digital maps, we
analyzed the Mill Creek watershed, its topography and drainage, sewer system,
and vacant land, as well as its land use and demographics.

Since 1987, WPLP has
identiied concentration of
vacant land in valley bottoms
as an opportunity to restore
natural systems and rebuild
inner-city communities.
Above Vacant land on the
buried loodplain.
Right Mapping the Mill
Creek watershed. During
WPLP’s irst phase (1987–
1991), the focus was on
the southern section and
included territory outside the
watershed.
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Work with Aspen Farms
Community Garden, which
is on the buried loodplain
of Mill Creek, has spanned
30 years.
Left Aspen Farms (1990)
after construction of
redesign.
Right Aspen Farms,
before (1988); Student’s
redesign proposal (1988);
Aspen Farms as an outdoor
classroom (1997, 1998);
Students propose new
additions (1998); MIT
students at Aspen (2010).

Designing Frameworks for Action
From the very beginning of the project, design and construction have gone hand
in hand with mapping and planning. From 1987–1991, WPLP designed and built
dozens of community gardens as models for how to build a sense of community
and how to approach the design of larger neighborhoods. Many were catalysts
for community development and many of these gardens survive today. Design
had a strong inluence on survival. The most successful designs were those that
offered an open structure, which invited people to embellish. This approach has
informed WPLP’s design work since 1988.
These models of success have evolved over the past quarter century, within
the frameworks we designed. One community garden, Aspen Farms, has been
at the heart of WPLP’s work since 1988. That year, the task was to incorporate
a meeting place for a garden for ifty people without displacing anyone. One
student’s design, built in 1989, features a “Main Street” created by shaving off a
few feet from many garden plots along the central path. The design made Aspen
Farms a neighborhood showpiece and provided a framework that accommodates
change.
From 1994–2002, as part of WPLP’s Mill Creek Project, Aspen Farms served
as an outdoor classroom for a Sulzberger Middle School, which is down the
street. In the late 1990s, my students designed and built a new water garden and
outdoor classroom for the middle school.
The partnership between Aspen Farms, the middle school, and WPLP was
the subject of a TV special on NBC Nightly News.
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Mill Creek Park
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The West Philadelphia Landscape Plan: A Framework for Action (1991) combines
a top-down (comprehensive) and bottom-up (grassroots) approach. It does not
prescribe a particular method or outcome, but is instead an open-ended guide
that identiies opportunities for change and potential actors. Like the Main Street
of Aspen Farms, it is meant to be illed in by the actions of a host of individuals,
groups, and public agencies.
At the heart of this design framework is the buried loodplain of Mill Creek,
to be designated as “Mill Creek Park,” a special district in which low-lying
vacant land would be used to hold stormwater. It would not be a traditional
park, however; some vacant land could be redeveloped for commercial uses. The
design also calls for revealing and celebrating the presence of the buried creek.
The Walnut–Market Corridor, which includes the main east-west trafic
arteries, is the second part of the framework. In 1991, this corridor was full
of vacant land, and portions still are. Other parts of the proposal include: The
Urban Forest, Redesigning Small Neighborhoods, and a Digital Data Center.

WPLP proposals inspired
changes in public policy and
led to new opportunities
for urban environmental
planning and landscape
design.
Above A framework for
action: Mill Creek Park and
the Market-Walnut Corridor.
The proposed “plan” is
a framework for action,
which invites participatory
improvisations by diverse
actors, from individuals to
public agencies. The plan
is therefore presented in
diagrams and a ictional text.
Right Proposal for Mill
Creek Park (1991).
Following pages Proposals
for the Market–Walnut
Corridor and The Urban
Forest (1991).
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Mill Creek Park
1. Vacant blocks in the ﬂ oodplain
2. Vacant blocks in the ﬂ oodplain reclaimed for community gardens, orchard,
and playﬁ eld
3. Outdoor market and community garden in the ﬂ oodplain
4. Flood control and park

1

2

3

From The WPLP — A Vision for the Future (1991)
Mill Creek Park lows across West Philadelphia, winding
its way through several neighborhoods, from the Mill Creek
neighborhood on the north, through the Market Walnut
Corridor to Spruce Hill, and along West Shore.
Every schoolchild knows the story of Mill Creek and the Park.
How the creek once lowed on the land, and how it was then
buried in a sewer and built upon. How the force of the creek’s
waters broke through the sewer and looded basements, crumbled
foundations, and caved in streets. How the land above the
sewer became open once again, a gash of vacant land, trashed
and abandoned. How Mill Creek Park was built and how rain
now runs off rooftops, streets, and sidewalks into ponds in the
park. How these ponds hold the water and slow its passage to
the sewer, the treatment plant, and the river. Every schoolchild
knows the connection between park and river.
At irst glance, Mill Creek Park does not seem like a single
park at all, but many disconnected bits of local open space
(ballcourts, playgrounds, playields, community gardens)and
businesses (garden centers, tree nurseries and permeable parking
lots).The thread that connects the whole — Mill Creek — lows
beneath streets and park through an enormous, underground
sewer.
In early spring, carpets of blue scilla bloom in grass and
groves throughout the park. Red maples with their haze of red
lowers in spring and scarlet leaves in fall and sycamores with
their white trunks, grow in the damp soil of the old loodplain.
The character of each part of the park relects the needs and
values of residents in adjacent neighborhoods.

4

Community Garden
Playing Fields
Tree Nursery
Red Maples
Mill Creek Sewer
Buried Floodplain
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The Market–Walnut Corridor
From The WPLP — A Vision for the Future (1991)

1. Vacant block

After many years of planning and waiting, new buildings
are being constructed in the Walnut–Market Corridor. The
“renewal” promises jobs and educational opportunities for West
Philadelphia. This was a long time in the making. During all
those years, the “temporary” landscape established in the early
1990s grew and matured into an attractive setting that drew
private investment. The new buildings were designed to it within
that landscape.
Double rows of trees were planted along the sidewalks on most
vacant lots, and the interiors were planted in lawns. cloverields,
and meadows.
Another large lot was planted with a grid of small trees — a
nursery for street trees. Every three to ive years, the trees are
transplanted to city streets and replanted with new trees. All this
created a landscape framework for future redevelopment.
The Mill Creek Garden Center and Nursery occupies several
large properties between 42nd and 47th Streets. The main
retail center is designed like a garden; this is where the lowers,
vegetables, and garden supplies are displayed and sold. Small
trees and shrubs are in outlying lots nearby.
The Art Folk Park is a large, open meadow, visible from
passing cars and buses, where artists construct and display their
works.The works change continually. There is no formal selection
process …. Many of the works are quite whimsical; others are
more serious.
The Market–Walnut Corridor is recognized nationally as
a model for attracting reinvestment and guiding long-term
community development.

3. Nursery for street trees

2. Vacant block reclaimed temporarily for playﬁ eld
4. landscaped parking lot

1

2

3

4
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The Urban Forest
From The WPLP — A Vision for the Future (1991)

1. a block of rowhouses with street trees
2. a block of rowhouses with street trees
3. Playﬁ eld, trees, and parking
4. a nursery for street trees

1

2

3

4

From the air, much of West Philadelphia looks like an urban
forest. On the ground, Spruce, Walnut, and Chestnut Streets are
shady, green corridors through which trafic lows. Off the major
streets, within the neighborhoods, a massive reforestation has
occurred. Even the narrowest streets are planted with trees. The
new trees have made an enormous difference to comfort on streets
and in homes on summer afternoons and evenings. The sound of
trafic seems softer.
The new trees for West Philadelphia streets were grown right
in the neighborhood on large, open lots. The trees start out as
small whips, densely planted, and the weaker trees are thinned
out as they grow to make room for the more vigorous. Every three
to ive years, the trees are transplanted to city streets and parks,
and a new cycle of planting begins again.
Many West Philadelphia schools have living laboratories —
successional meadows and wooded groves that the children care
for and study as part of their science class.
There are groves of fruit trees on other formerly vacant
properties. Apple Day is now celebrated every year on a summer
sunday; a day when the apples are ripe and everyone comes to
pick their own.
West Philadelphia has been the focus of a twenty-year
study on the effects of trees on urban microclimate. The Urban
Forestry Project has brought international attention to West
Philadelphia. The dramatic aesthetic results of the forestation
program prompted many other cities to imitate it even before the
results of the microclimate study became known.

Street Trees
Living Laboratory
Orchard
Tree Nursery
Buried Floodplain

N
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Redesigning Small Neighborhoods
From The WPLP — A Vision for the Future (1991)

1. New houses
2. New gardens

Many neighborhoods in West Philadelphia look very different
than they did a century ago or even a decade ago. There are
now gardens, outdoor workshops, playlots, and small parking
lots between houses on blocks of rowhouses where once there was
no outdoor space at all besides the street, sidewalk, and porch,
and where ten years ago trashed vacant lots formed gaping
holes between houses. Trees now shade the sidewalks on most
residential blocks, where sun once baked them like an oven every
summer.
Walking or driving through neighborhoods north of Market
Street, the visitor is struck by the diversity among the blocks,
despite their basic similarity.
Community development started small and proceeded
block by block. While the interest of most residents remained
focussed on their own block, many individuals emerged who were
interested in working to improve the larger neighborhood. This
has produced a cadre of leaders who have been inluential in a
host of projects within their neighborhood, as well as in the larger
West Philadelphia community.
Changes to blocks range from the minimal—street trees and
window boxes—to more extensive improvements—new houses,
gardens, or parking lots on former vacant lots.
The neighborhoods south of Market Street don’t look much
different than they did tell years ago. They have received a more
subtle renewal.

3. shady streets make new meeting and sitting spaces
4. a neighborhood reshaped for different uses: new houses, private gardens,
community gardens, meeting places, playlots, offstreet parking, and orchards

1

2

3

4

Rebuilt Infill Houses
New Community Green Space
Buried Floodplain
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Left Proposal for
Redesigning Urban
Neighborhoods (1991).
My courses are designed to
produce work that provokes
public debate and informs
actions by public agencies.
Above Penn students’
designs by Eric Husta and
Steve Sattler (1996). These
designs were among dozens
that explored how the urban
drainage system could be
redesigned to capture and
detain storm water on vacant
land in the buried loodplain
in projects that also rebuild
community.
Following pages MIT
students’ designs for the Mill
Creek Watershed (2010).
These designs were among
many that veriied the
feasibility of the City’s plan
to capture the irst inch of
rainfall and prevent it from
entering the sewer.
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WPLP continues to design within this framework for action. What would Mill
Creek Park be like? What about a water garden that is also an outdoor classroom
and a stormwater detention basin? How can we design a process by which such
projects can be supported, designed, built, and sustained over time? Hundreds of
students in my classes at the University of Pennsylvania and MIT have designed
answers to these questions over the past 25 years.
These classes challenge students to be pragmatic visionaries: grounded in
an understanding of people, place, and politics, yet never losing sight of visions
of what might be. Students’ proposals range from detailed designs to strategic
landscape plans. Working in a real neighborhood with real people on a real
project, they put theory into practice, and some of their designs have been built.
Starting in fall 1996, all student work is presented online and archived and
featured on the WPLP website. Students’ design proposals have been viewed by
thousands of visitors to the website, and they helped persuade public oficials
and community residents that it is feasible to redesign and rebuild the existing
urban drainage system so that it is functional, economical, and beautiful.
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The Mill Creek Project
transformed a school,
changed lives, and became
a model for educational
reform.
Above and right Middle
school students learned how
to read the landscape of their
neighborhood, to understand
how it came to be, and to
envision designs for its
future. They also learned
HTML, which prepared some
for future careers in Web
design.
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The Mill Creek Project:
Environmental Design Curriculum
In 1994, confronted with skepticism about the existence and danger of Mill
Creek’s buried loodplain, I launched a program on landscape literacy and
community development in partnership with a local middle school, where
hundreds of 11–13 year-old children learned to read and tell the landscape of Mill
Creek. They traced its past, deciphered its stories, and described their visions for
its future. The tools they used were their own eyes and imagination, the place
itself, and historical documents: maps, photographs, letters, and newspapers.
The program had four parts: reading landscape, designing landscape change,
building landscape improvements, and documenting these proposals and
accomplishments on the Internet.
In 2012, I interviewed children (then 27 years old) and teachers from the
middle-school. What they told me was revelatory. A girl told how it had led her
from homelessness to a career in Web design. The teachers described how the
project had transformed the entire school and their careers. These relections are
featured in a series of short multimedia videos for the Web.
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WPLP’s Web Design:
Another Framework for Action
The Web has been an integral part of WPLP since early 1996, when our irst
website was launched. That irst version featured my students’ designs, a digital
database, design reports, and built projects of 1987–1991. In 1997, it was
enlarged to include the middle school students’ website. Over the years, the
website has evolved, and it continues to be a showcase and a forum (www.wplp.
net). The WPLP website has received millions of visits from over 90 different
countries since 1996, and has been a signiicant factor in WPLP’s widespread
impact. WPLP inspired a computer curriculum at the middle school, which
introduced hundreds of children to Web authoring and computer programming,
some of whom have gone on to a career in those areas. Web design can also be a
framework for action.

WPLP pioneered the use of
the Web in design, planning,
education, and community
development. Since 1996,
millions of people from
more than 90 countries have
visited the WPLP website.
Above Screen shot from
the WPLP home page (www.
wplp.net).
Right WPLP website in
1997 (top), 2002 and 2008
(middle), from 1997–2002,
middle-schoolers learned
HTML and designed their
own websites (bottom).
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“This project [WPLP] brilliantly and uniquely integrated research, teaching, learning,
and service in ways that resulted in beneits to scholarship, education, and
improvement to communities. It is an exemplary model of how a place-based
project can have wide applicability, as it works to solve a universal problem
manifested in a local community.”
Ira HarKaVY, Associate Vice President, University of Pennsylvania
“The West Philadelphia Landscape Project was twenty years ahead of its time: it
anticipated today’s concerns with urban water management, sustainability, and the
relationship between physical and social infrastructure.”
JaNe WolFF, Professor of Landscape Architecture, University of Toronto
“Anne Spirn’s work is that of a visionary for a world where design allows people to
occupy ear th with care and love. Fur thermore, her tireless dedication to education
and community design has effectively promoted the enhancement of the quality of
both environment and life.”
aNNe VerNez MoUdoN , Professor of Architecture, Landscape Architecture,
and Urban Design and Planning, University of Washington
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Above WPLP has been
featured in international
journals and national media,
such as NBC Nightly News.
Middle school students were
invited to present their work
as part of Governor Tom
Ridge’s Budget Speech on
Februrary 3, 1998.
Left In 2000, President Bill
Clinton visited the middle
school and learned about the
Mill Creek Project.
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“As a guide to a coherent, intricate and transformative approach to
landscape architecture and urban design, Anne Whiston Spirn is a visionary of the
irst order whose innovative work on the ground has transformed and enhanced
the quality of life in low-income urban neighborhoods in deep and lasting ways.”
CHarloTTe KaHN , Boston Foundation
“While at Penn, … [Spirn] constructed the intellectual gateway between McHargian
Ecological Planning and what would later become known as Landscape Urbanism.
The project most critical to this process was her West Philadelphia Project. This
complex participatory action project showed how ecological systems not only
underlie but erode and reshape cities through decay and economic impacts. Through
it, she moved the department beyond mapping and reports to engaging communities
in creating a future in which disparate and fragmented neighborhoods could meet
their own needs while playing a role in creating a more robust urban ecosystem.”
KaTHrYN GleasoN , Professor of Landscape Architecture, Cornell University
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“Anne’s West Philadelphia Landscape Project is a classic effor t to improve the
relationship between nature and neighbourhood. She began by discovering that
declining and abandoned homes in the area tended to follow the route of the
former Mill Creek, a stream buried in the 19th century … She then worked
with local residents, middle school children, and the city to reclaim these lots
for community gardens, open spaces and amenities, forming a green armature
through the neighbourhood. After decades, her work not only transformed West
Philadelphia, but also transformed hundreds of kids who learned to discover nature
in the urban scene.” deNNIs FreNCHMaN , Professor of Urban Design, MIT
“Deeply inluenced by American Transcendentalism and Pragmatism, her insights
are grounded in her work as a professional, especially in such projects as the West
Philadelphia Landscape Project, which still is a model for similar effor ts today to
revive inner-city communities.”
reUBeN raINeY , Emeritus Professor of Landscape Architecture, University of Virginia

WPLP has been hailed by
national and local media.
Above, Planning Magazine.
Right, The Philadelphia
Inquirer.
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Buried River, Opened Lives:
Reflections on People, Place, and Practice
In 2012, I began to record oral histories from people who have participated in
WPLP over the past three decades. Among those interviewed were teachers and
children (now 30 years old) from the middle-school. What they told me was
revelatory. Their stories are captured in a series of short multimedia videos: Buried
River, Opened Lives. In “When Learning Is Real,” three middle-school teachers
describe how the Mill Creek Project transformed Sulzberger Middle School
and how it changed their understanding of what education can and should be.
In “Fatima’s Story,” one of the middle-school students relates how the project
changed her life. In “A Way to Fix Things,” a community activist describes her
lifetime experience in the Mill Creek neighborhood and her collaboration with
WPLP. In “Green City, Clean Waters,” the Philadelphia Water Commissioner
describes that city’s landmark program in green infrastructure. In “Coming Full
Circle,” three WPLP research assistants describe their role on the project and how
it has inluenced their career. “The Buried River” describes how the Mill Creek
came to be buried in a sewer and the consequences; it includes my own relections
and traces the course of the former creek in today’s landscape.
Buried River, Opened Lives premiered at MIT in fall 2014. Since then the
videos have been screened at multiple venues. They can be viewed online at
www.wplp.net/stories.

Multimedia videos testify
to how WPLP has changed
lives, minds, policies, and
communities. These videos
are all online at www.wplp.
net/stories.
Above Poster for the 2014
premier screening.
Right Three multimedia
videos from the series,
“Buried River, Opened
Lives.”
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The Language of Landscape
“Anne Whiston Spirn brings to her reading of landscapes the eye of an ar tist,
the mind of a scholar, and the pen of a gifted writer. What she has produced is
nothing less than a ield guide for all those who share her belief that the language
of landscape is among the vest and most meaningful that any of us can hope to
understand. The result is a triumph. There are few books that have the power to
change the way one sees the world. This is one of them.”
WIllIaM CroNoN , author

of Nature’s Metropolis

The Language of Landscape argues that landscape is a form of language with
its own grammar and metaphors and that, in shaping landscape, people
express purpose, values, and ideas. The meanings landscapes hold are
not just metaphorical and metaphysical, but real, their messages practical;
understanding may spell survival or extinction. The book calls for change in
the way we shape our environment. Its goal is to help people read landscapes
as products of both nature and culture and to inspire them to envision new
landscapes that restore nature and honor culture.
The idea of landscape as language is derived from the core activity of
landscape architecture: artful shaping, from garden to region, to fulill function
and express meaning. The roots of this theory are deep and varied, grounded
in many ields — anthropology, geography, geology, ecology, history, art history,
literature, linguistics, and design, among others. It is a radical theory: in the
sense of being rooted in the basic elements of nature and human nature; in
the sense of offering a fundamentally different perspective than from any one
individual root; and in demanding and enabling radical change in how we
choose to think and act.
The Language of Landscape has inluenced diverse ields, from landscape
architecture to history, literature, art history, art, dance, and poetry. Poet
Adrienne Rich included a passage from the book in one of her poems. Artist
Katie Holten has incorporated the book’s prologue into installations at numerous
museums. The book inspired choreographer Chris Aiken to create “Dwell,” a
dance about the experience and creation of place.
The Language of Landscape was written out of my experience as a scholar,
practitioner, and photographer of landscape, out of ieldwork and archival
research. The West Philadelphia Landscape project was a laboratory for testing
and reining the ideas. Photographs prompted and pushed my thinking, as did
the work of colleagues like architect Glenn Murcutt. Research on the theory
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The Table of Contents is
a map of the book: from
landscape as language and
literature, to landscape
composition and expression.
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and methods of past designers, such as Frank Lloyd Wright and Frederick Law
Olmsted, led me to appreciate the larger tradition within which the language of
landscape belongs. The pages shown here show how these strands of practice,
art, and scholarship contributed to this theory.
An electronic edition of The Language of Landscape (2018) features color
photographs and new material.

sponsors
Bunting Institute, University of California Humanities Research Institute
Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars
Yale University Press
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“ The Language of Landscape, is a pathbreaking and ambitious attempt to set out
a theory of landscape aesthetics that takes account of both human interpretive
frameworks and natural processes.”
laWreNCe Vale , Professor of Urban Planning, MIT
“As ar tists with an environmentally-based practice, reading her book The Language
of Landscape …was a revelation for us … . It is apparent that for Anne scholarship is
not an isolated, intellectual pursuit, but rather that her practice informs her writing,
which in turn informs her practice, which in turn informs her teaching, which in turn
informs her practice … Anne not only teaches but embodies Ecology.”
sUsaNNaH saYlor aNd ed MorrIs , Co-Founders, The Canary Project
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Magney House, by Glenn
Murcutt, who is luent in
landscape language. To
the right: two loodplains
revealed, and the effects
of ignoring landscape
“grammar.”
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“The Language of Landscape … set for th the essential categories for the analysis of
both natural and designed landscapes, categories that continue to inluence the
teaching of landscape architecture in universities and the way in which professionals
conceive and evaluate their own work.”
reUBeN raINeY , Emeritus Professor of Landscape Architecture, University of Virginia
“Spirn’s re-framing of nature to include human culture and [its] ar tifacts allows us
to draw strength from both and to consider how sustainability might relate to the
human body, performance and interactions with audiences. This is design thinking at
its inest, not a recipe for creativity, but a pathway towards the integration ar t, design
and sustainable living.”
CHrIs aIKeN , Choreographer and Director of MFA Program, Smith College
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Photography was an
important mode of research,
a way to explore ideas about
design adaptation to a
landscape’s deep structure
(above) and to relect on the
interplay between Euclidean
and fractal geometry in
the poetics of landscape
expression (right).
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“Her work helped … to reimagine landscapes as a congealed kind of history where
the inequities and injustices of the past persist into the present … to see the ethical
and political power that landscapes hold for other possibilities in the future. …
Practice and scholarship blend seamlessly in her work. Her inluence upon scholars
and designers alike is inestimable because she doesn’t it into any category. She
transcends boundaries by bringing ields and people together.”
MaTTHeW KlINGle , Professor of History and Environmental Studies,
Bowdoin College
“The Language of Landscape has established a theoretical framework for landscape
architecture that extends into humanities scholarship: it situates landscapes as
cultural ar tefacts and positions design as both a practical and poetic endeavour.”
JaNe WolFF, Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture, University of Toronto
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“How does Spirn’s work relate to the world of dance? Dance, like landscape design,
involves designing with the ineffable forces of nature … Spirn’s interweaving of
place, culture, biology and technology and aesthetic experience provide a frame
for composition which complements the work of choreography perfectly. When
I share her work with dancers, I give them access to language and examples of …
eco-poetic relationships and ways of understanding composition that are grounded
in the fabric of nature and human experience. Spirn’s re-framing of nature to
include human culture and [its] ar tifacts allows us to draw strength from both
and to consider how sustainability might relate to the human body, performance
and interactions with audiences. This is design thinking at its inest, not a recipe for
creativity, but a pathway towards the integration ar t, design and sustainable living.”
CHrIs aIKeN , Choreographer and Director of MFA Program, Smith College
“Landscape speaks to us. But how? Anne’s Spirn’s superb and unique achievement
is to spell out the “how” so that we can better understand landscape’s variant
dialects—its distinctive personalities—and respond intelligently, with appropriate
emotion.” YI-FU TUaN , author of Topophilia
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The Language of Landscape
was the subject of an entire
issue of the design magazine,
Blauwe Kamer (Dutch),
of a long interview in the
Japan journal, Science, and
a feature story in Landscape
Architecture Magazine, as well
as many other reviews and
radio programs.
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“This remarkable book urges readers to understand the common language of
landscape which speaks to all our senses every day.”
laWreNCe HalPrIN , Landscape Architect
“[The Language of Landscape] is a beautiful and original work, a book about
everything that matters in our lives, a book that makes me look differently or more
intensely at everything around me.”
adrIeNNe rICH , Poet

Poet Adrienne Rich incorporated
a quotation from The Language of
Landscape into “Slashes,” in The
School Among the Ruins, Poems
2000–2004 (Norton, 2004).
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Nature, Form,
and Meaning
Landscape Journal: Special Issue on
Nature, Form, and Meaning and
“The Poetics of City and Nature:
Towards a New Aesthetic for Urban
Design” (1988)
“Constructing Nature: The Legacy
of Frederick Law Olmsted” (1995)
Marnas: A Journey Through Space,
Time, and Ideas
www.marnasgarden.com (2017)

My writings have provided a fresh appreciation for how ideas of nature, form,
and meaning can inluence design theory and action.
Beginning in 1985 with “Urban Nature and Human Design: Reclaiming
the Great Tradition,” I published a series of essays that trace the history of ideas
and practice of landscape design and planning. My approach combines that of
the scholar and the practitioner. As a scholar, I document the tradition within
which I think and act, compare what other authors do to what they say, study the
context of their actions and writings. As a practitioner, I calculate the dificulty
of the designer’s task, judge the intentions implicit in their deeds, applaud or
condemn the risks they take, and admire the grace with which multiple demands
are fulilled. The essays on Frederick Law Olmsted, Frank Lloyd Wright, Jens
Jensen, and Ian McHarg, among others, are written from this dual perspective of
scholar and practitioner.
The Marnas website explores these themes through an interactive,
immersive three- and four-dimensional space, where visitors experience the
interplay between theory and practice, form, function, and meaning.
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1988

Landscape Journal: Special Issue
on Nature, Form, and Meaning

Ozzie Award for
Excellence in
Design, 1989

“ ‘The Poetics of City and Nature,’ in Landscape Journal: Special Issue on Nature Form
and Meaning, is still one of the most inluential writings in landscape architecture
and urbanism. This piece was transformative to my career and work, giving me the
courage to embrace the allied ields of ine ar ts as well as ecology and history.”
WalTer Hood , Hood

Left James Turrell’s Skyspace
(from Spirn, “The Poetics
of City and Nature”) on the
cover provoked questions
and announced a radical
departure for Landscape
Journal.
Following pages Table of
Contents; Spirn, “The Poetics
of City and Nature: Towards
a New Aesthetic for Urban
Design.”

Design

This special issue of Landscape Journal marked a watershed in the history of
the journal. It set a new standard for writing on landscape design theory and
practice. Several articles from the special issue, and even the entire issue itself,
are required reading in landscape design theory, including my own essay, “The
Poetics of City and Nature: Towards a New Aesthetic for Urban Design,” which
was reprinted in the journal Places.
Landscape Journal is the world’s leading journal of landscape architecture
research. In 1985, it was in debt, criticized for its narrow subject matter (mainly
environmental analysis), and the publisher threatened to abandon it. To save
the journal, I proposed a special double issue and applied for a grant from the
NEA to fund it. As guest editor, I solicited new authors for the journal, helped
design a new layout, and chose a provocative cover: an image of James Turrell’s
Skyspace.
The special issue repositioned Landscape Journal; articles on design have
been a prominent feature of the Journal ever since. It expanded the number and
diversity of submissions and increased circulation. The NEA grant paid for a
double print run, so a surplus of single copies was sold at bookstores like Urban
Center Books in New York. The subsidy from NEA and revenue from sales of
extra copies paid off the debt and put Landscape Journal on irm inancial footing,
which persuaded the University of Wisconsin Press to continue publishing it.

sponsors
Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture
University of Wisconsin Press
National Endowment for the Arts
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Computer drawings illustrate
patterns that result from the
interaction among multiple
processes. A row of poplars
contrasts the interplay
between Euclidean and
fractal geometry.
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“The Poetics of City and Nature” called for a fresh approach to design, one that
celebrates nature and culture, motion and change, that encompasses dynamic
process rather than static objects, and that embraces multiple, rather than
singular visions. It prompted a new appreciation for design of the past, even as
it demanded new forms, new modes of notation and representation, and new
processes of design, construction, and cultivation.
This essay was among the irst to draw upon fractal geometry as a way for
designers to understand the patterns created by the interplay of natural and
cultural processes and to use this knowledge deliberately to create places that
highlight the aesthetic experience of the processes that sustain life. It urged
designers to take on responsibility for urban infrastructure, such as sewer and
water systems, and to invest them with beauty and meaning.
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Tree Nursery, a painting
by Paul Klee, embodies a
principle of design: a strong
framework, like a grid, can
accommodate and give
order to otherwise chaotic
actions and can inspire
improvisation. Allotment
gardens at The Alhambra
illustrate this principle.
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The essay’s themes of time and change, process and pattern, order and
randomness, being and doing, and form and meaning were also central to
contemporary explorations in music art, literature, and science. It brought urban
and landscape design in tune with theoretical currents in other ields. It also
inspired basic tenets of landscape urbanism, which would emerge in the 1990s.
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Above The Riverway under
construction in Boston,
1892, showing newly-graded
loodplain, paths, and
streetcar line behind a berm.
Most people are blind to the
fact that this landscape was
designed and constructed, an
early example of landscape as
infrastructure.

Left “Constructing Nature,”
published in Uncommon
Ground, is a required
text in college classes. It
demonstrates that many
great places are works of
design rather than artifacts of
nature alone.
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Constructing Nature: The Legacy
of Frederick Law Olmsted
“Uncommon Ground is the best kind of book, one that shocks the reader into entirely
fresh ways of seeing. Perhaps the most impor tant work facing us over the next
several years involves the reconception of nature and our relationship to it. This
indispensable volume makes a bold star t on that project, attacking with imagination,
insight, originality, and wit.”
MICHael PollaN , author

of Second Nature: A Gardener’s Education

While Olmsted’s contemporaries recognized that Central Park and the Fens were
designed and built, this popular realization soon faded. Olmsted was so skillful
at concealing the artiice that both the projects he so brilliantly constructed
and the profession he had worked so hard to establish became largely invisible.
Today the works of many landscape architects are not understood as having
been constructed, even when the landscape has been radically reshaped. Many
landmarks of the profession are assumed to be works of nature. This blindness
prevents their appreciation as artful answers to knotty questions of conlicting
environmental values and competing purposes.
“Constructing Nature” is the product of twenty-ive years of relection on
Olmsted, including research in the Library of Congress in 1971 and 1994 and in
the archives of the Olmsted Historic Site in 1985. I am interested in Olmsted as a
practitioner, in how he approached problems similar to those faced by designers
today, in the methods he used, his line of reasoning, and the risks he took.
“Constructing Nature” opened people’s eyes to the power of landscape
design. The essay is widely read in college classes across the U.S., from history
to environmental studies and philosophy, as well as design. It is part of a book
on “Rethinking the Human Place in Nature” and was written in dialogue with a
group of scholars at the University of California Humanities Research Institute.
I was the only designer in the group, and the fact that landscape architects
construct nature, literally, was a novel idea to them.

sponsors
University of California Humanities Research Institute
Olmsted Historic Site
National Park Service
W. W. Norton
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The Riverway, during
construction and 30
years later (above). Even
Niagara Falls is not only a
phenomenon of nature, but
also the product of design
(right).
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“One of the great and incomplete tasks confronting this generation of
environmentalists is to effect a reconciliation of humans with their environment,
of culture with nature. Uncommon Ground is a powerful and persuasive guide in
this great cause.”
WIllIaM K. reIllY , former administrator, Environmental Protection Agency
“An extraordinary feast from some of the foremost environmental thinkers of
our time.” YI-FU TUaN , Professor, University of Wisconsin
“This is a groundbreaking, deeply felt, and deeply thoughtful book.”
ToNY HIss , author of The Experience of Place
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“This is an intellectually pathbreaking book. Uncommon Ground is loaded with
fresh and provocative essays that probe our conceptions of nature… It succeeds
brilliantly in showing that ‘nature’ is a human construction—romanticized in parks
and wilderness preserves…It argues convincingly that what we have constructed,
we can reconstruct—by ending the divorce and attending to the myriad roles that
nature plays in our metropolitan lives.”
daNIel J. KeVles , Professor of the Humanities, California Institute of Technology
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Marnas: A Journey Through
Space, Time, and Ideas
www.marnasgarden.com

sponsors
MIT Libraries
MIT HASS Fund

“MarnasGarden.com models the transformative power of the digital humanities as
a tool for understanding landscapes across space and time. Image, text, and sound
take us on an exquisite journey that cuts to the hear t of dilemmas driving twentyirst century practice — given the dynamic nature of landscapes, how do we design
for inevitable adaptation? How do we preserve that which must necessarily
change? Anne Spirn’s masterful work connects points in time, linking theory and
practice in a provocative living expression that breaks new ground in landscape
architecture research.”
PHoeBe lICKWar , FORGE

The homepage unfolds via
a vertical scroll through
a series of gateways. One
gateway invites you to take
a guided tour of the garden,
others, to explore on your
own, meet the designer, or
travel in time.

Marnas provides the irst public access to the garden laboratory of the master
designer/theorist, Sven-Ingvar Andersson, who documented his experiments
there over the course of ifty years through thousands of photographs.
This unique documentation made possible the interactive website
(www.marnasgarden.com), designed as an immersive, three- and fourdimensional experience of the place. It is now possible to journey through the
garden in space and time: to walk down leafy tunnels, through diverse spaces; to
travel across time in successive views of the same space from morning through
evening, from winter through spring, summer, and fall, across decades. The goal
was to create a visit to Marnas as it existed throughout Andersson’s lifetime.
The website transports the visitor, not only through space and time, but
also through a series of ideas, to arrive at new insights. It aspires to evoke the
magical quality of Marnas and bring alive the ideas that shaped it. Like the
garden itself, it has both a clear formal structure and one that is freely growing,
with no one beginning, and no single end. The homepage unfolds via a vertical
scroll through a series of gateways. One gateway invites you to take a guided tour
of the garden, others, to explore on your own, meet Sven-Ingvar Andersson, or
travel in time. The goal was to stimulate exploration and interaction, the viewer
an active participant.
Marnas extends my exploration of photography, multimedia, and website
design as media of inquiry and expression. In 1995, I was an early adopter of the
Web as a creative medium for publishing and teaching. The Marnas self-guided
tour takes my prior experiments to a new level. It is no substitute for being in
the place, but it permits a peek into gardens that once were, an experience now
only possible through digital media.
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Take a Tour: Multimedia Videos
Take a tour through the garden with Sven-Ingvar Andersson as guide. Hear the
stories behind the garden’s many rooms. Watch the garden change through
seasons and years. Follow the ideas that drive the form. You can plot your own
path through seventeen short episodes or view the full-length tour (20 minutes).
The scripts for the videos are in Andersson’s own words. I selected and
translated texts where he relects on Marnas, its precedents, origins, elements,
composition, plants, and meanings. I composed these excerpts into seventeen
parts, which originally were intended to be viewed separately, encountered in the
self-guided tour as the visitor wanders around the virtual garden. Ultimately, I
realized that the short videos could be sequenced to create a story arc, beginning
with the dream of a green den and ending in transformation.
Script in hand, it was then a matter of selecting and sequencing
photographs, video, and sound to support and extend narrative and tone,
establish rhythm, portray meaning, and evoke feeling. The viewer should feel
like SIA is showing them around his garden. Images give substance to the
words. Music was used sparingly, the preference was to add sounds, like those of
digging, clipping, birdsong, and wind, which were implied or alluded to by the
images or text.

“Marnasgarden.com inter twines two sensitive and relective “design minds,” that of
Sven-Ingvar Andersson, the master designer who conceived and developed the
garden, and that of Anne Whiston Spirn, who has revealed that world of aesthetics
and ideas, interpreting theory, deepening meaning, and evoking feeling.”
elleN Braae , University of Copenhagen

Left Take a tour through
the garden with Sven-Ingvar
Andersson as guide. Plot
your own path through
seventeen short episodes
or view the full-length tour,
which takes 20 minutes.
Right Multimedia videos
take you on journeys across
time. In “The Patio” (00:30),
composed from photos of the
1950s to the 2000s, SvenIngvar Andersson constructs
the patio wall in 1957.
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Explore the Garden: The Self-Guided Tour
The self-guided tour begins at the driveway. Four features draw your attention.
Each affords a choice. Touch the symbol at the upper left, and it expands into a
navigation bar. The compass on the lower right tells you that the year is 1992. Its
three arrows point in different directions. Touch one arrow to choose your path.
Touch the pulsing square in the center of the screen and see the same view in
1979: the tall willows that lined the driveway in 1992 are saplings; the hedge at
the garden’s western boundary does not yet exist.
Touch the symbol at the upper right to call up a plan of the garden, which
notes your position. Small squares on the plan mark different locations; touch
one to move there directly.
As you wander around the garden, you slip in time, across years. At times,
you encounter a pulsing square or rectangle, which provides the same view at an
earlier time or different season or a video story about the ideas behind the place
where you ind yourself. If you get lost, call up the plan in the upper right to see
where you stand. Occasionally, you encounter Sven-Ingvar Andersson: planting,
weeding, sitting in the gazebo, in his house.
The slippage in time, experienced in the interactive tour, mirrors the
experience that I have at Marnas, and which Andersson himself most certainly
had. When I look down a passage or into a garden room, I see not only what
is there before me in the present, but also remembered glimpses of past
appearance.

Left Wander around the
garden. Choose your path
by clicking on the compass
arrows. As you move you
slip forward and backward in
time. In certain places, you
encounter photographs of the
same place at a different time
or video stories.
Right Meet SIA is a portal
to Sven-Ingvar Andersson’s
work: a selection of his
essays, landscape designs,
and drawings, as well as
commentary by others.
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The Eye Is a Door
Daring to Look: Dorothea Lange’s
Photographs and Reports from
the Field (2008)
The Eye Is a Door: Landscape, Photography,
and the Art of Discovery (2014)

To see is the root of idea, linguistically and literally: the word idea comes from
the Greek idein, to see. Seeing is a creative act, the eye a door to discovery.
My work on photography as a form of inquiry has opened up new avenues
for arts- and design-based research.
Visual thinking underlies all of my work, and it is the focus of Daring
to Look and The Eye Is a Door. The practice of photography, from its roots
in science to its lowering as an art form, has been a way of thinking and
a method of discovery. A photograph can embody a complete thought or
an entire story; a series of photographs can shape a narrative or make an
argument. Words tap the ideas that the visual holds and carry them further.
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2008

Honor Award,
american society of
landscape architects,
2011
Great Place Book
Award, environmental
design research
association, 2009
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Daring to Look: Dorothea
Lange’s Photographs and
Reports from the Field
“Daring to Look exempliies Spirn’s par ticular combination of genius, hard work and
humility. The idea of following up on Dorothea Lange’s ield notes, and revisiting
and re-photographing the places Lange made into icons of the depression years is
ingenious, so simple that one wonders why no one thought of it before, and brilliant
because no one has… By mobilizing the passage of time in Daring to Look, the
book brings out the ar tistic power of Lange’s eye for the landscape and the society
shaping it, and the continuing relevancy of Lange’s insights as refocused through
Spirn’s own lens.”
KeNNeTH olWIG , Professor, Swedish

John Brinckerhoff
Jackson Book
Prize, Foundation for
landscape studies, 2009
Finalist, Art Book
Award, art Historian
association, 2009
Honorable Mention,
PROSE Award,
american association of
Publishers, 2008

University of Agricultural Sciences

Daring to Look presents never-before-published texts and photographs by the
great American photographer, Dorothea Lange. Her images and words of 1939
are a mirror that relects who we were, how we came to be, and what we were
in the process of becoming. In them, one can perceive practices and policies
of the past as the roots of today’s environmental challenges. “No country has
ever closely scrutinized itself visually,” Lange said at the end of her life, “I know
what we could make of it if people only thought we could dare look at ourselves.”
Lange did dare to look, and she raised questions that demand answering, still.
Lange ranks among the greatest American photographers, but, until now,
her rich architecture and landscape material was virtually unpublished. She has
been known almost solely as a photographer of people. Yet, in almost half of
the photographs Lange took in 1939, no people appear at all. “Nobody ever gave
me any credit for making any landscapes,” she declared in 1964. “I did make
landscapes, loads of them!” Lange photographed landscape in the original and
most profound sense of the word, in the mutual shaping of people and place.
This book is the irst to restore Lange’s work to its full context by
reproducing the text of her ield reports (which she called general captions)
together with the images she captured on ilm. Collectively, Lange’s words and
images reveal her ambition: to document “people in their relations to their
institutions, to their fellowmen, and to the land.”
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Lange made notes in the
ield, then transformed them
later into stories, which she
linked to her photographs.
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Daring to Look has won awards from diverse organizations: EDRA recognized
it as a book that “advances critical understanding of place and helps foster
the design of excellent environments”; the Foundation for Landscape Studies
honored it for its basis “on original research” and for “breaking new ground in
method or interpretation,” and the American Association of Publishers for its
excellence in scholarship. The book has reached a broad audience , including the
entire freshman class of Bryant University who read it for a course required of
all freshmen.

sponsors
U.S. Library of Congress
Charles Warren Center for American History, Harvard University
University of Chicago Press
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In 2006, I revisited all the
places that Lange worked in
1939 and met some of the
people she photographed.
I assembled notebooks that
contained all 3,000 of the
photographs Lange took
in 1939, along with her
captions, and carried these
with me in the ield.
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Lange used her camera as “a tool of research.” To accomplish this, she grouped
photographs by subject, then cross-referenced and “buttressed” them with
words. She irst developed the general caption in 1939 as a framework within
which to cross-list individual photographs and ield notes and give them context.
Each stands as a portrait of a moment, a place, a group of people, a theme;
together, they paint a portrait of rural land and society in America and of the
forces transforming them at the height of the Great Depression. In all these
places, Lange saw and recorded the processes reshaping American lives and
landscapes.
Daring to Look has three parts: an analysis of Lange’s innovations and
methods and their signiicance, Lange’s groupings of images and words, and an
account of my own journey to all the places she portrayed in 1939 and what I
found there.
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In Nyssa, Oregon, I found
the faded mural that Lange
had photographed in 1939.
But where businesses were
thriving in 1939, many were
failing in 2005.
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Lange’s words and photographs speak eloquently to the present, for the forces
she saw and recorded in 1939 are still in play, of that particular moment, but not
of a moment only. In my travels to the places she photographed in 1939, I found
much that was different, but also much that was the same. Her images have past
sources and future manifestations. They reveal the heartrending consequences
of shifts in jobs and decline in industry and their impact on the environment,
the human stress of migration and resettlement. They show that all large-scale
events, policies, and plans have a human face. ‘If you see mainly massed human
misery in my photographs and decry the selection of so much suffering,’ Lange
wrote, ‘I have failed to show the multiform pattern of which it is a relection. For
the havoc before your eyes is the result of both natural and social forces. These
are my times, and they, too, are my theme,’ she said. They are mine as well,
which is what drew me to Dorothea Lange, to her “lost” photographs and texts,
and led me to revisit all the places where she worked in 1939: to discover what
the changes between then and now might reveal about the nation.
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Above Farms that had
been laboriously cleared
and planted in the cutover forests of eastern
Washington in 1939, were
reclaimed by forest by 2005.
Following pages Lange is
regarded as a photographer
of people, but I discovered
that, in 1939, almost half
of her photographs were of
architecture and landscapes,
with no people at all. These
three photographs of
northern Idaho are part of a
much longer series.
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“Dorothea Lange is one of America’s greatest documentary photographers. Daring
to Look is a very impor tant book. It provides a fascinating insight into her FSA
photographs and writings during that time. Ms. Lange’s photographs, especially
the work she did for the FSA were a great inspiration for so many photographers,
including myself.” MarY elleN MarK , photographer
“As a historian, the irst aspect of the book that leaps out at me is the thorough
and imaginative research in a variety of sources and the broad contextualization
in both public policy and social and economic history. The other aspect that leaps
out simultaneously … is just how beautifully it is produced. It is such a pleasure
just to hold and look through. Anne Whiston Spirn’s introduction makes Lange
come alive, places her in her time, and just skewers those who would diminish her
achievements…. And the end, returning to ind the places she photographed, was a
brilliant idea, and Spirn draws the circle with great sensitivity.”
MICHael KaTz, Walter H. Annenberg Professor of History,
University of Pennsylvania
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Interactive online maps
display the locations where
Lange took her photographs
of 1939. Other pages permit
visitors to compare views of
then and now.
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A website, www.daringtolook.com provides a window into Dorothea Lange’s 1939
work and the fate of the places she photographed. “Lange” offers audio clips of
Lange discussing her approach to photography. “1939” shows photographs for
every day Lange was in the ield during that year. “Stories” displays a selection
of Lange’s General Captions about places and families, along with my stories of
those families and places today. “Then and Now” compares Lange’s photographs
of 1939 with the same people and places today. The website has expanded the
audience further, especially among youth, like the high school junior from
Maryland who emailed on January 31, 2011:
“I was so moved by this website that I had to write to you. I just wanted to say thank
you so much for doing such important work. It is really inspiring—this website is
beautiful and was incredibly helpful for my research project on social boundaries
and quandaries during the thirties. I was surprised to read that we share all of these
interests—photography, but also environmental design and urban design. I am
considering both as a major for undergrad!
Your fan, Zane”
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The book was widely
reviewed in print (e.g. LA
Times, New York Review of
Books), online (e.g. New
Yorker, Bookforum), and on
radio (e.g. NPR’s “All Things
Considered” and “Here
and Now”). The book has
reached a broad audience:
the hardcover edition (5,000
copies) sold out within nine
months, and the paperback
has sold more than that.

“Dorothea Lange is known as one of the greatest American photographers, but she
was also a remarkable observer whose ield notes have largely remained unpublished
until now. In Daring to Look, Anne Whiston Spirn, a landscape architect, photographer,
and writer herself, has edited Lange’s ield notes, adding her own interpretative
essays on Lange’s work, and rephotographing some of Lange’s sites. This is a very
important book deserving wide readership because it provides a wonderful
combination of the socially-conscious work of two gifted artists and writers.”
dolores HaYdeN , Professor of Architecture, Urbanism, and American Studies,
Yale University
“As a lifelong friend of Dorothea Lange, I was absolutely astounded and thoroughly
pleased with Daring to Look Anne Whiston Spirn has hit the nail on the head: she
knows the secret of understanding good photography — and of understanding
Dorothea Lange’s life as well. An astonishing book.”
roNdal ParTrIdGe , photographer and former assistant to Lange
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“What a sui generis and beautiful imagination (and manifestation) of a book: paean,
recontextualization, historicizing, rediscovery, documentation, investigation and
collaboration. It is its own genre, and so lavishly produced; the writing is sharp as a
bird’s beak, poetic and exacting. And Spirn’s own photographs make good company
beside those of Lange. I loved reading her notes, feeling the picture take on even more
weight that way. My wife and I both lived in this book those last weeks of summer.”
ForresT GaNder, poet and Professor of Comparative Literature,
Brown University
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2014

The Eye Is a Door:
Landscape, Photography,
and the Art of Discovery

More than 60,000
visits from around
the world to the
Sensing Place
website, increasing
by 19,000 in the
past year alone,
MIT open Courseware
Portal, 2011

“Spirn’s new book is both beautiful to look at and enlightening to read …. She draws
attention to the potential for design, both for good and for bad purposes. She points
us towards the stories that surround us and the patterns which envelop us. In shor t,
she makes us see again… . few people have been able to so consistently produce
work that changes the lives of people throughout the world. Her ability to direct
our attention to that which is both invisible and right before us … is unparalleled.”

“Generates an
unprecedented
dynamic dialogue
between author and
reader.”
Landscape Journal

CHrIs aIKeN , Choreographer, Director

of MFA Program, Smith College

The book’s topics are central to design: landscape’s stories and the sense of
place; lights of day, in season, in place; what color tells; signiicant detail; the art
of visual thinking. There is a growing interest in the practice of design and art
as a form of research; The Eye Is a Door contributes to this discussion as does my
course, Sensing Place: Photography as Inquiry, which was an incubator for the
book.
The Eye Is a Door invites the reader to see more acutely and to explore the
practice of photography as a tool of discovery. Why a door and not a window? A
window is something to look through, but a doorway is to pass through; crossing
a threshold, one enters a new place. To see, to really see, is to open a door. To
pass through that door is to arrive at a new understanding. Thus the titles of
the book’s three parts: Threshold (an essay of photographs), The Open Door (an
essay of words), and Passage (an essay of photographs).
The Eye Is a Door is an original e-book. The book’s photographs are
the subject of a major exhibition at the Smith College Museum of Art from
January–August 2014, complemented by an across-the-curriculum program on
photography, landscape, and the art of visual thinking, which is recorded on
www.theeyeisadoor.com. The exhibit is traveling to other venues.

sponsors

Left Publishing the The Eye
Is a Door as an e-book made
possible the low price of
$4.99

National Endowment for the Arts
John Simon Guggenheim Foundation
University of Pennsylvania
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Smith College Museum of Art
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I designed the e-book to
permit a new way of reading
images and words.
Left In the e-book,
photographs can be viewed
singly, in pairs, or in photo
essays as a sequence of
paired images.
Right (ab0ve) In the e-book,
a single image can appear at
different points in the text.
Click on the red square and
the image appears; click
again and it disappears.
Right (below) The e-book
can be read on multiple
platforms, from smart phone
to tablet to computer. Here,
shown on an iPhone.

The Eye Is a Door: The E-Book
The Eye Is a Door is an interplay of images and words. The book’s two
photographic essays embrace a central text of short chapters. The irst visual
essay explores the sense of place. The second, which concludes the book,
contains more complex photographic pairings that plot a sequence of ideas, an
argument for a language of landscape. Eight chapters of text are a counterpoint
to the photo essays. Images and words correspond, but a single photograph
represents more than a single idea or story, and each photographic pair and
sequence of pairs has its own logic.
Designing The Eye Is a Door as an e-book permitted a luid relationship
between image and text, where neither dominates the other. The reader encounters
the same image within the context of both visual and verbal essays, and a single
image may appear in the text at several different points. Rather than paging back
and forth, simply touch an icon at the end of a sentence, and the associated image
ills the screen. Touch again and return to the text. A new kind of reading. There
are additional advantages to the e-book. Move directly from text or image, through
embedded links, to referenced websites. Customize font type and size with
“relowable” text. Since The Eye Is a Door has relowable text rather than a ixed
format, it works well on a smart phone, easily carried as a reference in the ield.
With its many color photographs, a print edition of The Eye Is a Door would
have been priced beyond the reach of many readers. As an e-book, it is priced
at $4.99.
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Above This ditch
transformed an entire
landscape. Where there was
once water, there is now
grass.
Left Signiicant details
are clues to deciphering
landscapes of place as
products of human design
and geological and cosmic
forces.
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The Eye Is a Door explores visual thinking as an art of pattern-seeking, of culling
the signiicant from a welter of the irrelevant or peripheral. Signiicant detail,
alone and in combination, exposes a larger pattern. I look around, alert for
anomalies — things out of place or from another time, a break in pattern, clues
to a hidden order or a meaning overlooked. Photographers seek signiicant detail
as metaphor to stand for a larger whole, to hint at the deeper meaning beneath
the surface, to tell a story. So do designers.
“The Eye Is a Door begins a new conversation in a time of ar tistic volatility when
media are being invented, redeined, and combined. Anne Whiston Spirn speaks to
us in a unique and magical convergence of images and words seen from an entirely
new perspective, and invites us to join the conversation. I promise you, it is not one
to miss.” WIll sTeaCY , photographer, 2011 PDN 30 under 30
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Above To design a dialogue
of natural process and built
form.
Right Argument: landscape
is a form of language
through which places can
be read and designed to
ensure survival, serve human
purpose and express ideas.
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Visual thinking is an art of pattern-seeking, of culling the signiicant from
a welter of the irrelevant or peripheral. Signiicant detail, alone and in
combination, exposes a larger pattern. I look around, alert for anomalies —
things out of place or from another time, a break in pattern, clues to a hidden
order or a meaning overlooked. Photographers seek signiicant detail as
metaphor to stand for a larger whole, to hint at the deeper meaning beneath the
surface, to tell a story. So do designers.
“Spirn shows readers how to make thinking with photographs a do-able, teachable
skill. Everyone who works with photographs, no matter how experienced they are,
will come away from the book with new ideas and sensitivities.”
HoWard s. BeCKer , sociologist, author of Telling About Society
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Marnas, a design manifesto
in the form of a garden by
Sven-Ingvar Andersson.
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For every person, the eye is a door. What one inds beyond that door depends on
what is there, and what one has the skill to see, but also on what one wants to
understand. Beyond my own eye’s door are landscapes, the stories they tell, and
the ideas they embody. I pass through the eye’s door and see: that the natural
and the human are one, continuous not separate, landscape a mutual shaping
of people and place and a form of language born out of living, a language with
which to tell new stories and to envision how to adapt human settlements in lifesustaining ways.
“A series of clear essays and suites of superb photographs ... an aid to understanding
and living intensely.” laUrIe olIN , founder of OLIN
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The Eye Is a Door has been
recognized as an important
contribution to debates on
the future of the book and
as an innovative prototype
for the richly-illustrated
electronic book, which
redesigns the low between
images and words.
Facing page (above) Featured
in Art Documentation, the
journal of the Art Libraries
Society of North America,
fall 2014.
Right and facing page (below)
Featured in Architecture
Boston, summer 2014, in
print and on the Web.
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The Eye Is a Door: Exhibit
This major exhibition, organized by the Smith
College Museum of Art in Northampton,
Massachusetts, explores how my photographs
“encourage a deeper understanding of the natural
and built environment through the development
of visual literacy — the ability to read and analyze
visual information.”
The museum’s education department has
developed a range of educational materials
associated with the exhibit in order to teach
visual literacy and landscape literacy to a broad
audience. A wide range of courses at Smith will
use the exhibit: from landscape studies and art to
environmental studies and geology, to anthropology,
literary studies, history and dance. The museum
is also an educational resource for colleges nearby
(Amherst, Mount Holyoke, Hampshire, and the
University of Massachusetts) and for K-12 schools in
central Massachusetts and has an active community
outreach program.
The exhibit was funded by grants from the
National Endowment for the Arts and from the
Massachusetts Cultural Council. After SCMA
(January 31–August 31, 2014), the exhibit is now
traveling to other museums.
“Simultaneously gorgeous and chaste … There’s a
matter-of-fact lawlessness to these photographs.”
MarK FeeNeY , The Boston Globe

Right and facing page Three
excerpts from the six-panel
brochure prepared by the
Smith College Museum of
Art, distributed to all museum
members and visitors.
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Top Smith College Museum
of Art. A wide range of
courses at Smith used
the exhibit: from art to
environmental studies and
geology, to anthropology,
literary studies, history and
dance. The exhibit was also
used in teaching visual
literacy to K-12 classes.
Bottom University of
Arkansas, School of
Architecture.
Right “...simultaneously
gorgeous and chaste. There’s
a matter-of-fact lawlessness
to these photographs,” Mark
Feeney, The Boston Globee art
critic, February 25, 2014.
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The Eye Is a Door: The Web Site
The Eye Is a Door website (www.theeyeisadoor.com) complements the e-book.
Read sample chapters. View the photo essays. Visit the exhibit and read the
reviews. Watch a video. Take a trip to the places depicted in the photographs. The
latter section, Journey, links photographs and associated text with Google Earth.
Click on a photograph and be transported to a satellite view of the place, where
you can take control of the mouse and explore on your own.

Left Home page
(www.theeyeisadoor.com)
Right An innovative website
pairs text and photographs,
links them to Google Earth,
and invites the visitor to
travel to places described in
the book. Sample journeys,
from top to bottom: Start the
Journey; Uluru, Australia;
Parc de Sceaux, Paris, France.
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More than 60,000 visits
from around the world to the
Sensing Place website since
2011, through the MIT Open
Courseware Portal alone.
Visits through that portal are
on the increase: ca. 19,000 in
the past year. The website has
been online since 2000.
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Sensing Place: Photography as Inquiry
“Sensing Place,” a course that explores photography as a disciplined
way of seeing, of investigating landscapes and expressing ideas, was
a laboratory for The Eye Is a Door. Students learn to see and think
with both a critical and a creative eye, to reason with images as well as
with words, to question dogma and discover ideas. The class website
is a framework for learning where students’ insights grow out of their
independent and collective work (architecture.mit.edu/class/landphoto).
Students post their work online so it can be seen and discussed by others.
Since the work of each year’s class is archived online, current students
learn from past students too. The website is open to the public, and a
version is included on MIT’s OpenCourseware, where it has received
more than 60,000 visits from around the world. Many teachers and
photographers describe how they have adapted aspects of “Sensing Place”
in their own work.
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“Anne is one of those rare people who truly works in multiple disciplines and
who truly makes vital contributions to each. She is a photographer/ar tist. She is a
landscape architect. She is an author. She is a teacher. It is in this last capacity that we
irst got to know Anne personally as we took her “Sense of Place” class while Loeb
Fellows at Harvard University Graduate School of Design. Her passion, knowledge,
discipline and commitment were apparent from the beginning. Anne taught us how
to read landscape in a new way—using the tools and vernacular of literary criticism
to break down its elements and to see how the historical, political and aesthetic
qualities of place inform each other. This technical lesson in how to see ecologically
has been transformative in the way we approach our own work. More impor tantly,
however, was the spirit of learning and respect for life that Anne imbued in every
student in the class. It was obvious that we were not the only ones that came out
changed and deeply enhanced by Anne’s teaching.”
sUsaNNaH saYlor aNd ed MorrIs , Co-Founders, The Canary Project
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The Open Door
annewhistonspirn.com
(2000–present)

Open access to information and knowledge is essential to democracy. The
importance of open access cannot be overstated, especially at a time when
knowledge (books, articles, databases) is increasingly owned by for-proit
corporations.
I was a leader in open access before there was a movement. By ighting to
retain the rights to my publications, I have managed to reserve the right to freely
distribute my published essays. Since the debut of my irst website in March
1996, I have made my work freely accessible online. Millions of people from
more than 90 countries have visited these websites to view and download my
articles, research reports, maps, videos, and course syllabi.
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Screenshots from the
homepage (2012). Scrolling
down, a series of panels
introduces diverse aspects
of my work and provides
links to material in the
archive, such as publications,
designs, photographs, radio
broadcasts, videos, and
course syllabi.
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2000–present

Millions of visits
to my websites
from more than
90 countries since
1996.
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annewhistonspirn.com
“As one of our country’s leading design thinkers, Anne Spirn… has a global
reputation as the preeminent scholar working at the intersection of landscape
architecture and environmental planning. Her seminal scholarly research and elegant
writing applies ecological principles to urban settings, and she has also developed a
parallel community-based research agenda that has gained national and international
attention. Her work creatively bridges across design, community and economic
development, and environmental policy. She has been exceptionally effective in
conveying her ideas to a broader public, both through web design and her insistence
on open access publication.”
laWreNCe Vale , Professor

of Urban Design and Planning, MIT

This website is a gateway to my work and activities. It is an expression of my
commitment to make information and ideas freely accessible. Here, one can
read my publications, listen to interviews, see exhibits, and visit classes. One can
follow work-in-progress and travel back in time to a studio class in 1996. The
major sections are Author, Photographer, Landscape Architect, and Teacher.
Teacher The Web transformed the way I teach design. Since 1996, I have
crafted for each course a website as a framework for learning, a forum for
presenting work, sharing ideas, and extending discussion beyond the classroom.
It delighted me when a student in one class used the website for one of my other
classes as a resource to explore how people can learn to “see the invisible.” Each
class website features the course syllabus and assignments and showcases all
student work. Each year’s work is archived on the class site, where it serves as a
resource for future classes.
These are public sites, requiring no passwords, so all are welcome to visit;
since 1996 there have been millions of visits. Among those visitors are public
oficials, some of whom have been persuaded by my students’ designs to take a
new approach to a pressing problem. The designs produced in a succession of
studios in 1996, 1997, and 1999 on “Transforming the Urban Landscape” (all
still online), for example, helped persuade engineers at the Philadelphia Water
Department to pioneer a revolutionary approach to improving water quality,
which is now receiving national attention. Websites also tied together The Mill
Creek Project, a collaboration with an inner-city middle school, which was cited
in 2004 as a model for Internet-based learning activities.
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Screenshots from the
homepage (2012). Scrolling
down, a series of panels
introduces diverse aspects
of my work and provides
links to material in the
archive, such as publications,
designs, photographs, radio
broadcasts, videos, and
course syllabi.
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Landscape Architect Much of the knowledge of design and planning
practice lies in ephemeral publications, which are rarely collected by libraries.
This section presents professional reports and research monographs to which
I have contributed, which can be downloaded. Starting with Site Planning
Guidelines for Woodlands New Community from 1973, they include reports from
landmark projects conducted by Wallace McHarg Roberts and Todd in the 1970s,
for which I was a project director.
Photographer Explorations and relections on seeing as a way of knowing
and photography as a way of thinking are presented here, along with exhibits,
interviews, and reviews.
Author My work is published in the journals and books of diverse ields, from
landscape architecture, architecture, and planning, to history and geography,
science, art and art history. This website brings them together, where they can
be read and downloaded. I am able to do this because, over the course of my
career, I retained the rights to all but two essays. I also hold the electronic rights
for all but my last book (Daring to Look), and am publishing them as inexpensive
e-books. I established Wolf Tree Press to accomplish this.

Following pages Screenshots
from each of the four major
sections of the website:
Author, Photographer,
Landscape Architect, and
Teacher. Each section
provides links to an archive
of my work produced over
more than four decades and
invites visitors to browse and
download.
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Curriculum Vitae
E D U C ATION

Radcliffe College, Harvard University, A.B. 1969 cum laude
University of Pennsylvania, Art History Ph.D. program, 1969–1970
University of Pennsylvania, Master of Landscape Architecture, 1974

ACA D E M IC

mit

AP P O IN TM E N T S

Cecil and Ida Green Distinguished Professor of Landscape Architecture and
Planning, 2017–present; Professor of Landscape Architecture and Planning,
Departments of Architecture and Urban Studies and Planning, 2000–2017

university of pennsylvania
Professor of Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning, 1986–2000;
Co-Director, Urban Studies Program, 1996–2000; Chairman, Department of
Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning, 1986–1993

harvard university
Director, Landscape Architecture Program, 1984–1986;
Associate Professor, 1983–1986; Assistant Professor, 1979–1983

S ELE C TE D H ON O R S
AN D AWA RD S

Honor Award, American Society of Landscape Architects, 2011
Honorary Doctorate, Swedish Agricultural University, Uppsala, 2010
Model Scholar, Urban Studies Program, Stanford University, 2010
John Brinckerhoff Jackson Book Prize, 2009
Great Place Book Award, 2009
PROSE Book Award, American Association of Publishers,
Honorable Mention, Art and Art History Category, 2009
Art Book Award, Finalist, Association of Art Historians, 2009
The Granite Garden: Urban Nature and Human Design named one of the past
century’s “essential books of planning,” American Planning Association,
2009
John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, Fellowship, 2007–2008
National Design Award: Finalist, 2002
International Cosmos Prize for “contributions to the harmonious coexistence
of nature and humankind,” 2001
Harvard University: Fellow, Charles Warren Center for American History,
2004–2005; Noyes Fellow, Bunting Institute, 1985–1986; Bunting Fellow,
Radcliffe Institute for Independent Study, 1978–1979
Woodrow Wilson Center, Washington, DC: Fellow, 1995–1996;
Guest Scholar, 1994
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University of California, Humanities Research Institute: Fellow, 1994
University of Sydney, Australia: Ethel Chettle Distinguished Fellow, 1988
American Society of Landscape Architects: Fellow, 2004; Honor Award for
Daring to Look, 2011; Community Service Award, 2004;
President’s Award of Excellence for The Granite Garden, 1984
White House Conference, Imagining America: Model Project, 1999
Philadelphia School District: Person of the Month, 1998
International Architecture Book Award, American Institute of Architects, 1996
Ozzie Award for Excellence in Design, 1989
National Endowment for the Arts: Project Fellowship, 1990–1991, 1981

S E L E C T E D B OA RD S
AN D CO M M ITT E ES

design review and selection committees
U.S. General Services Administration, National Register of Peer Professionals,
1998–present; Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, 1997;
Fulbright Fellowships, 1995–1996; National Endowment for the Arts, 1991

design advisory committees
Expo 2005, Aichi, International Advisory Committee, 2002–2005;
Task Force on Site Character, Comprehensive Design Plan for the White House,
1993; Design Advisory Committee, U.S. Botanical Garden, 1992–1993

design awards juries
U.S. General Services Administration Design Awards; EDRA Awards, ASLA
Design Awards, ASLA Research and Publication Awards; Bruner Award; James
Ritchie Award, Jury Chair; Minnesota State Capitol Design Competition; New
Orleans Arboretum Design Competition; Hillside Housing Design Competition,
Cincinnati

boards of directors
Boston Natural Areas Fund, 2000–2002; Fairmount Park Art Association,
1992–2002

editorial boards
Landscape History, 2010–present; Landscape Journal, 2003–present; Landscape
Architecture Magazine, 1984–1988, Chairman (1986–1988)

oecd, paris
Chairman, Advisory Council, Territorial Development Service, 1995–1998;
Panel of Experts, Program on The Ecological City, 1993; Chairman, Panel of
Experts, Ministerial Conference on the Economic, Social, and Environmental
Problems of Cities, 1992
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city of philadelphia
Art Commission, 1988–1990; Fine Arts Committee, Philadelphia
Redevelopment Authority, 1988–1989; Mayor’s Select Committee
on Land Re-Use and Management, 1998–1999

D ES IG N
PR AC T IC E

West Philadelphia Landscape Project: Director, 1987–present (see www.wplp.net)
City of Boston Consultant on urban design strategies, 1984–1985; consultant to
on reuse of vacant urban land, 1984–1985
Registered Landscape Architect: Commonwealth of Massachusetts, CLARB 1979
Firms Wallace McHarg Roberts & Todd, Philadelphia, 1973–1977;
Roy Mann Associates, Cambridge, 1977–1978

S E L E C TE D

books

P U B L IC ATION S

The Granite Garden: Urban Nature and Human Design. New York: Basic Books,
1984. Published in Japanese, 1996; in Portuguese, 1995. 1984 ASLA
President’s Award of Excellence. New enlarged e-book edition (2018).
The Language of Landscape. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998.
Daring to Look: Photographs and Notes from the Field by Dorothea Lange. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2008. 2009 John Brinckerhoff Jackson Book
Prize. 2009 Great Place Book Award. 2009 PROSE Book Award Honorable
Mention, 2009 Art Book Award Finalist. 2011 ASLA Honor Award.
The Eye Is a Door: Landscape, Photography, and the Art of Discovery, original
e-book. Wolf Tree Press, 2014.
Black Bottom: Restoring Nature and Rebuilding Community, work-in-progress.
C.Th. Sørensen: Garden Artist, by Sven-Ingvar Andersson and Steen Høyer.
Copenhagen: Arkitektens Forlag, 2001. Introduction and Translation.

selected chapters in books
“The Marnas Digital Archive: Exploring Practice, Theory, and Place in Space and
Time,” in Routledge Companion to Landcape Architecture, edited by Ellen Braae
and Henrietta Steiner (Routledge, forthcoming).
“The Granite Garden: Where Do We Stand.” In Nature and Cities: Urban
Ecological Design and Planning. Lincoln Institute of Land Policy, 2016.
“The Nature of Mill Creek: Landscape Literacy, Environmental History, and
Ecological Democracy.” In Pragmatic Sustainability, edited by Steven Moore.
New York: Routledge, 2016.
“Teaching Landscape Literacy: Historic Preservation and Community
Knowledge.” In Bending the Future: Fifty Ideas for the Next Fifty Years of
Historic Preservation, edited by Max Page and Marla R. Miller. University of
Massachusetts Press, 2016.
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“Helen and Newton Harrison: The Art of Inquiry, Manifestation, and
Enactment.” In The Time of the Force Majeure, by Helen and Newton
Harrison. Prestel, 2016.
“Restoring Water, Rebuilding Community, Empowering Youth: The West
Philadelphia Landscape Project.” In Design in the Terrain of Water, edited by
Anuradha Mathur and Dilip da Cunha. Applied Research and Design, 2014.
“Restoring Mill Creek: Landscape Literacy, Environmental History, and City
Planning and Design.” In Nature’s Entrepot: Philadelphia’s Urban Sphere and
Its Environmental Thresholds, edited by Brian Black and Michael Chiarappa.
Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2012.
“Ecological Urbanism.” In Routledge Companion to Urban Design, edited by Tridib
Banerjee and Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris. New York: Routledge, 2011.
“One with Nature”: Landscape, Language, Empathy, and Imagination.”
In Landscape Theory, edited by Rachel DeLue and James Elkins. New York:
Routledge, 2008.
“Urban Ecosystems and Urban Planning.” In Understanding Urban Ecosystems:
A New Frontier for Science and Education, edited by Alan Berkowitz. New York:
Springer-Verlag, 2002.
“The Authority of Nature: Conlict and Confusion in Landscape Architecture and
Ecology.” In Ecology and Design: Frameworks for Learning, edited by Kristina
Hill and Bart Johnson. Washington, DC: Island Press, 2001.
“Ian McHarg, Landscape Architecture, and Environmentalism: Ideas and
Methods in Context.” In Environmentalism and Landscape Architecture, edited
by Michel Conan. Washington, DC: Dumbarton Oaks, 2000.
“Rebuilding Urban Communities and Restoring Natural Environments.”
In Planning for the New Century, edited by Jonathon Barnett. Washington, DC:
Island Press, 2001.
“Reclaiming Common Ground: Water, Neighborhoods, and Public Spaces.”
In The American Planning Tradition: Culture and Policy, edited by Robert
Fishman. Washington, DC and Baltimore, MD: Woodrow Wilson Press and
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000.
“Carl Theodore Sorensen.” In Scandinavia: Luoghi, igure, gesti di una civiltà del
paesaggio, edited by Domenico Luciani and Luigi Latini. Treviso: Edizioni
Fondazioni Benetton Studi Recherche, 1998. In Italian.
“Frank Lloyd Wright: Architect of Landscape.” In Frank Lloyd Wright: Designs
for an American Landscape, 1922–1932, edited by David De Long. New York:
Abrams, 1996. American Institute of Architects International Architecture
Book Award.
“Constructing Nature: The Legacy of Frederick Law Olmsted.” In Uncommon
Ground: Rethinking the Human Place in Nature, edited by William Cronon.
New York: W.W. Norton, 1995.
“Deep Structure: On Process, Form, and Design in the Urban Landscape.”
In City and Nature. Odense, Denmark: Odense University Press, 1993.
“Urban Nature and Human Design: Renewing the Great Tradition.”
In Classic Readings in Urban Planning, edited by Jay M. Stein. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1995.
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selected articles
“Helen and Newton Harrison: The Art of Inquiry, Manifestation, and
Enactment,” Landscape Architecture (January 2017).
“The Language of Landscape: Literacy, Identity, Design, and Planning.” In
Chinese Landscape Architecture (2016).
“The Problems and Potential of the Visual E-book: Call for an Alliance between
Authors and Librarians,” Art Documentation 33 (fall 2014), 206–226.
With Ann Baird Whiteside.
“Digital Doorway: E-books Redesign the Flow between Images and Text,”
Architecture Boston (June 2015), 48–51.
“The Language of Landscape: Literacy, Identity, Poetry, and Power,” Urban
(March 2013). In Spanish.
“The Conquest of Arid America,” Topos 2007/59 (July). Reprinted in Best of
Topos, 2008.
“Restoring Mill Creek: Landscape Literacy, Environmental Justice, and City
Planning and Design,” Landscape Research 30:5 (July 2005): 359–377.
Reprinted in Justice, Power, and the Political Landscape, edited by Kenneth
Olwig and Don Mitchell. London: Routledge, 2009.
“The City as a Garden: Urban Nature and Human Design,” Illume (Summer
2002). In Japanese.
“Deep Structure: Über Entwicklung, Form und Gestaltung in der
Stadtlandschaft,” Praxis Geschichte 11:4 (July 1997).
“Architecture and Landscape: Toward a Uniied Vision.” Landscape Architecture
(August 1990).
“From Uluru to Cooper’s Place: Patterns in the Cultural Landscape.” Orion
(Spring 1990).
“The Poetics of City and Nature: Toward a New Aesthetic for Urban Design.”
Landscape Journal (Fall 1988), reprinted in Places 6:1 (Fall 1989).
“Landscape Planning and the City,” Landscape and Urban Planning 13 (1986).
“Urban Nature and Human Design: Renewing the Great Tradition,” Journal of
Planning Education and Research (Fall 1985).

selected monographs
Publications of the West Philadelphia Landscape Project (Graduate School of
Fine Arts, University of Pennsylvania): The West Philadelphia Landscape Plan:
A Framework for Action, 1991; The West Philadelphia Digital Database: An
Atlas and Guide, 1996, with Robert Cheetham; Models of Success: Landscape
Improvement and Community Development, 1991, with Daniel Marcucci;
Shaping the Block, 1991, with Mark Campbell and Michele Pollio; Vacant
Land: A Resource for Reshaping Urban Neighborhoods, 1991, with Michele
Pollio; “This Garden is a Town”, 1990, with Michele Pollio.
Nature, Form, and Meaning: Special Issue of Landscape Journal. Editor, 1988.
Ozzie Award for Excellence in Design.
Research monographs (Harvard Graduate School of Design): Air Quality at
Street-Level: Strategies for Urban Design, prepared for Boston Redevelopment
Authority, 1986; Plants for Passive Cooling, 1981, with Adele Naude Santos.
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Professional reports (Wallace McHarg Roberts & Todd): Environmental Resources
of the Toronto Central Waterfront, 1976, with Narendra Juneja; Pardisan: An
Environmental Park, 1975, with Ian McHarg, Narendra Juneja, and W. Robinson
Fisher; Woodlands New Community: Guidelines for Site Planning, 1973.

world wide web publications
Anne Whiston Spirn (www.annewhistonspirn.com), 2008–present
The West Philadelphia Landscape Project (www.wplp.net), 1996–present, seven
awards for design excellence and millions of hits from over 90 countries.
Daring to Look (www.daringtolook.com), 2008–present
The Eye Is a Door (www.theeyeisadoor.com), 2012–present
The Granite Garden (www.granitegarden.net), 2016–present
Marnas: A Journey Through Space, Time, and Ideas (www.marnasgarden.com),
2017–present

P HOTO G R A P HY
E X H IB IT ION S

SELECTED
D O C UM E N TA RIE S
AN D IN TE RV IE WS

The Eye Is a Door: Landscape Photographs by Anne Whiston Spirn: Smith College
Museum of Art, 2014; University of Arkansas, fall 2014.
Knowing Where to Stand: MIT Museum, 2003–2004; Vassar College, 2004.
Anne Whiston Spirn, Landscapes: Aucocisco Gallery, Portland, Maine, 2002;
Frances Lehman Loeb Art Center, Vassar College, 2000.
Looking at Landscape: Three Photographers (with Alex MacLean and Camilo José
Vergara): Harvard Museum of Natural History, 2006–2007; New York Hall
of Science, 2007.
Urban Insights (group show): Kamloops Art Gallery, British Columbia, 2005.
Exhibition catalogue edited by Jann Baily and Lon Dubinsky.

Jared Green, “Interview with Anne Whiston Spirn on the Occasion of the 30th
Anniversary of The Granite Garden,” January 7, 2015, D.I.R.T. (dirt.asla.org).
“Buried River, Opened Lives,” a series of multimedia videos on the West
Philadelphia Landscape Project, 2013–2014, www.wplp.net/stories.
Dyanna Taylor, “Grab a Hunk of Lightning,” documentary ilm on
Dorothea Lange, 2014.
National Public Radio, “Daring To Look,” Here and Now, March 2009.
National Public Radio, “Daring To Look,” All Things Considered, July 2008.
Oregon Public Radio, “Memories of the Depression,” September 2008.
Michigan Public Radio, “The Language of Landscape and the West Philadelphia
Landscape Project,” Todd Mundt Show, July 2000.
Public Radio International, “The Language of Landscape,” Dialogue,
December 1999.
National Public Radio, “Buried Rivers,” Radio Times, August 1999.
Wisconsin Public Radio, “The West Philadelphia Landscape Project and the
Language of Landscape,” To the Best of Our Knowledge, January 1999.
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Philadelphia School District Cable TV Station, 30-minute feature on my work at
Sulzberger Middle School, aired daily throughout November 1998.
Michigan Public Radio, “The West Philadelphia Landscape Project,” March 1998.
Ken Burns and Lynn Novick, “Frank Lloyd Wright,” documentary ilm, 1998.
Wisconsin Public Radio, “Constructing Nature: The Legacy of Frederick Law
Olmsted,” To the Best of Our Knowledge, May 1997.
Public Radio International, “The Granite Garden,” Dialogue, January 16, 1995.
National Public Radio, “The West Philadelphia Landscape Plan,”
Living on Earth, 1993.

S E L E C TE D R E V IE WS
I N P RIN T M E DIA

Deni Ruggeri, “The Eye Is a Door: Landscape, Photography, and the Art of
Discovery.” Landscape Journal 34:1 (2015), 101–104.
Jonathon Raban. “American Pastoral.” New York Review of Books 56:18
(November 19, 2009). Review of Daring to Look.
Louis Masur. “The Big Empty: Dorothea Lange’s Photographs and Reports from
the Field.” Los Angeles Times, May 25, 2008.
Anne Hammond. “Faces from the Dust Bowl.” Times Education Supplement
(London), September 4, 2008.
“Listen to the World: Anne Whiston Spirn.” Proile and interview. Landscape
Architecture China 6: 2009. In Chinese and English.
2001 International Cosmos Prize: Anne Whiston Spirn. Osaka, Japan: Expo-90
Foundation, 2002. In Japanese and English.
“The Mill Creek: West Philadelphia Students Uncover the Life of Their Urban
Watershed.” New Communities (Winter 2002).
“Urban Nature and City Design: Anne Whiston Spirn Talks with Kazuhiko
Takeuchi.” Science Journal Kagaku 72:5 (May 2002), 518–529. In Japanese.
“Building the Urban Landscape: Anne Whiston Spirn Talks with Hubert
Murray.” Architecture Boston, Fall 2001, 43–47.
Paul Bennett. “Landscape Organism: The West Philadelphia Landscape Project.”
Landscape Architecture (March 2000): 66–71, 82.
Keiko Takayama. “The West Philadelphia Landscape Project.” Bio-City 17
(November 1999): 57–67. In Japanese.
Paul Bennett. “The Language of Landscape.” Landscape Architecture (May 1999).
Glenn Campbell. “Learning Gets Real With Service.” Philadelphia Daily News,
May 7, 1998.
Ruth Knack. “Dig These Gardens.” Planning 60:7 (July 1994): 20–24.
Thomas Hine. “Surroundings: A Long-Buried Creek in West Philadelphia.”
Philadelphia Sunday Inquirer. November 15, 1992.
William Thompson. “A Natural Legacy: Ian McHarg and His Followers.”
Planning (November 1991).
Anne Raver. “The New Crop.” The New York Times Magazine: Home Design.
October 13, 1991.
Steve Curwood. “Proile: Shaping the City to Nature’s Laws.” Boston Globe,
May 26, 1985.
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Mark Francis. “The Granite Garden.” Journal of Architecture and Planning
Research (1985).
Reuben Rainey. “The Granite Garden.” Design Book Review 6 (Winter 1985).
Jon Lang. “The Granite Garden: Urban Nature and Human Design.” Journal of
Planning Education and Research 5 (Autumn 1985).
Ralph A. Saunders. “The Granite Garden: Urban Nature and Human Design.”
Annals of the Association of American Geographers 75 (March 1985).
ASLA Awards Panel. Landscape Architecture 74:5 (1984).
Fred Powledge. “The Greening of American Cities.” Washington Post Book World.
April 1, 1984.
Sam Hall Kaplan. “A Plan for Peaceful Urban Coexistence.” Los Angeles Times
Book Review, February 25, 1984.
Richard Bender. “Making the Metropolis Green.” New York Times Book Review,
January 22, 1984.

I N TE RNAT IONA L

selected keynote lectures

CON F E R E N C E S

International Federation of Landscape Architects, The Netherlands; German
Historical Institute, Conference on Urban Nature; Cosmos Prize Symposium on
my work, Tokyo and Osaka; Japanese Institute of Landscape Architects, Tokyo;
International Federation of Landscape Architects, Florence; Conference on Small
Cities, Kamloops, Canada; International Conference on “Between Garden Art
and Urban Planning,” Copenhagen.

AN D L E C TUR E S

selected invited lectures and papers
Conference on Landscape in Theory, University of Nottingham; Symposium
on Landscape Theory, Burren College of Art, Ireland; Doorenbos Lecture,
The Hague; World Park Conference, Nagoya; Landscape of Urban Parks,
Osaka; Ordering the Human-Built World, Berlin; The Ecological City, OECD;
The Social, Economic, and Environmental Future of Cities, Paris; City and
Nature, University of Odense; The Global Environment and the City, Osaka;
City Planning Association, Tokyo; World Conference on Landscape Planning,
Hannover; The Urban Landscape, Ljubljana; International Union of Architects/
Royal Australian Institute of Architects, Sydney; Congres Mondiale des CitésUnies, Montreal; Green Cities Conference, Liverpool.

universities
SciencesPo, Paris; Architects’ Association, London; Manchester University;
University of Nottingham; Royal Danish Academy of Art; Danish Agricultural
University; University of Copenhagen; Swedish Agricultural University; Helsinki
Technical University; University of Aarhus; University of Sydney; University of
New South Wales; Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology; Technical University
of Delft; Wageningen Agricultural University; Queens University, Belfast;
University of Granada, Spain.
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NAT IONAL

selected keynote and plenary talks

CON F E R E N C E S

Planners Network Conference, Minneapolis; International Association of
Landscape Ecologists, Tempe; American Society of Landscape Architects
Centennial Conference, Boston; Cary Conference, Institute of Ecosystem
Studies; Conference on Environmental Quality for Public Oficials, Cambridge;
Society of Soil and Water Conservation Annual Meeting, Lexington; ACSA
Teachers’ Workshop, Cranbrook Academy of Art (conference chair); Conference
on Ecology and Planning, University of California, Davis; Xeriscape, Sacramento;
Urban Air Pollution, Colorado Springs; Leadership Meeting on Urban
Ecology, Denver.

A ND L E C TUR E S

selected invited lectures and papers
“Imaging Environment: Maps, Models, and Metaphors,” Stanford University;
Association for the Study of Literature and Environment; “Inventing for the
Environment,”Smithsonian Institute; “Human Valuation of the Environment,”
Princeton University; American Historical Association; “Crossing Boundaries,”
University of Oregon; American Society of Environmental History; “Nature and
Ideology” Dumbarton Oaks; Chair, Panel on Environment and Cities, American
Planning Association; Dumbarton Oaks Roundtable on Environmental Ethics;
Public Art in America Conference; American Academy of Arts and Sciences,
“Meanings of the City.”

CON F E R E N C E S
AN D L E C TUR E S
AT A M E R IC A N
U N IV E RSIT IE S

Harvard University; Yale University; University of Chicago; Massachusetts
Institute of Technology; University of Pennsylvania; University of Michigan;
Stanford University; University of California, Berkeley; University of California,
Los Angeles; University of California, Davis; Cal Poly Pomona; University of
Wisconsin; Cornell University; Arizona State University; University of Georgia;
University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana; Parsons School of Design; Rhode
Island School of Design; University of Miami; University of Virginia; University
of New Mexico; Ohio State University; University of Washington; Washington
University; University of Tennessee; SUNY Buffalo; SUNY Syracuse; University
of Oregon; University of Massachusetts; Catholic University; University of
Missouri–St. Louis; Vassar College; Smith College; Mount Holyoke College;
Boston College Law School; Tulane University, University of Colorado;
American University; Bryant University, University of Arkansas.

“As one of our country’s leading design thinkers, Anne Spirn … has a global reputation
as the preeminent scholar working at the intersection of landscape architecture and
environmental planning.”

lawrence vale, MIT
“I consider Anne the most important theorist of landscape architecture in the United States
of the past 40 years, both in terms of the quality of her work and its inﬂuence.”

reuben rainey, University of Virginia
“Taken together, as a related body of work, The Granite Garden, the West Philadelphia
Landscape Project, and The Language of Landscape have no equal in value and signiﬁcance to
the city-building professions.”

ignacio bunster, AECOM
“It was through her groundbreaking work that the City of Philadelphia can now boast being
the Greenest City in America.”

howard neukrug, Commissioner, Philadelphia Water Department
“The most impressive aspect of Anne’s accomplishments has been the amazing diversity of
disciplines in which she has excelled — including scholarship, design literature, teaching, and
in professional practice, urban design, planning and landscape architecture. She has … been a
leader in the fusion of teaching and practice … a major force in humanizing the cityscape with
a quality of innovation that is economical, subtle rational, and inﬁnitely satisfying.”

james wines, SITE
“My work — and the trajectory of my entire generation of landscape and urban designers and
scholars — would not have taken its current direction without Spirn’s contributions. Her
integration of practice and theory, her intellectual rigor, her innovative subjects, and her
generosity as a scholar have made her a model, a mentor, and an inspiration for our discipline.”

jane wolff, University of Toronto
“An entire generation of scholars, planners, designers, environmental activists and urban
leaders have beneﬁtted from Anne’s visionary and courageous leadership. Her lasting mark
upon the landscape of American urban design is as indelible as it is inclusive. Every year,
legions of scholars cite Anne’s work in their articles — a testament to her inﬂuence beyond
architecture and planning. Her work elevates the value of design for people previously
unaware of its importance and ubiquity.”

matthew klingle, Professor of History, Bowdoin College

